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Abstract
B ACKGROUND
Several elements displayed in the 2011 MEErP’s (Methodology for the Ecodesign of Energy-related Products)
and JRC’s (European Commission Joint Research Centre) reports which will be used in preparatory studies for
measures under the recast of the Ecodesign Directive, indicate that a European list of Critical Raw Materials
(CRM’s) constituting the basis for a large amount of EEE (Electrical and Electronic Equipment) consumer
products are under pressure. Those CRM’s could consequently be restricted by the future European
legislation, thereby impacting industrial designers’ work. In both reports, the word “reuse” appears as one of
the possible ways for the treatment of end of use-stage products.
With the creation of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation in 2010, the idea of a “circular economy” appeared. The
aim of circular economy is to close this loop by recovering by all means the material consumed and,
consequently the CRM’s. The EMF considers “reuse” as a major option which will lead to a nearly perfect
material loop.
In addition, the StEP – Initiative, a UNU programme aiming to reduce Waste EEE transfers to third world
countries under the pretext of reuse, decided to support the research in order to explore “reuse” as a
possible way to reduce illegal WEEE exports. A potential option to solve the e-waste problem was furnished in
2011 by the British Standard Institution which released the PAS141:2011 Standard aiming to standardize the
preparation of WEEE for reuse.
The above mentioned motivations led the author to address three research questions which aim to enhance
the “design for reuse” process.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
RQ1: Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in the European
Union’s literature?
First, the researcher analysed the European Union’s literature on Ecodesign and “reuse” against the
PAS141:2011 Standard and compared them. Following this analysis, it became clear that the UK Standard only
prepares products for reuse after use-stage. As a consequence, there is a need to create design guidelines to
facilitate industrial designer’s work when developing a product to be reused after a use-stage.
To develop design principles, it was first essential to define “reuse”. The notion of “reuse” as such does not
exist since it implies design for assembly / disassembly and design for repair / refurbish. Consequently, a “design
for reuse” principles list was established based on relevant literature.
RQ2: Do “design for reuse” principles potentially assist the designer to identify
design weaknesses and strengths in terms of reuse?
Next, a random EEE consumer product provided by Philips Consumer Lifestyle (which is also involved in the
StEP – Initiative) as case study was analysed, tested and disassembled to determine the potential assistance of
the “design for reuse principles list” (DRP) in the identification of the strengths and weaknesses in terms of
reuse.
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RQ3: Based on the case study product’s analysis, what are the assumed benefits of
“design for reuse” in terms of CRM’s?
As one of the key design principles for the reuse of EEE consumer products concerns material identification,
the elements constituting the case study device were listed and compared with the CRM’s list established by
the European Union. This phase of the project showed that many valuable materials could be reused after usestage and that the adoption of a reuse strategy could be interesting for countless business sectors in terms of
parts, components and material recovery. In case the “reuse” option is not possible (for instance because the
product is too damaged), this strategy also becomes useful for other End-of-Life options such as
remanufacturing or recycling.
As a common characteristic to all the above mentioned challenges Europe has to face, time seems to be the
most difficult issue to tackle. Time is essential in the manufacturing supply chain as CRM’s shortages would be
dramatic for the European economy. In addition, time is important in the assembly and disassembly processes
as those operations are directly related to costs. Furthermore, time is crucial for our resources, social models
and business activities. Time can however be optimized by different design decisions at early design stages
which will define the End-of-Life of thousands of billions of consumer products, representing potential material
supplies for the future generations. If the needed time to disassemble a product is optimized, there is a great
chance companies will pay more attention to the potential of WEEE consumer products in terms of material
waste, thereby closing the material loop and proposing a solution to the e-waste problem.
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Preface
This Master thesis report intends to provide a detailed overview of the graduation process developed during 6
months. It focuses both on the approach chosen to clarify the current legislative situation and its related
complex stakeholders’ network, as well as the content, offering an overview of the different achievements
performed by the researcher.
The volatility of several raw materials constantly increases and endangers the European companies’ supplies. At
the same time, every year, billions of tons of waste are buried without any trial or intend to reduce this
amount of consumer products’ disposal.
As the addiction to several valuable material increases, the European Union will take drastic measures to
restrict the use of raw materials considered as critical. As a consequence, countless companies will have to
adapt their business model in order to recover their own materials vanished in the nature.
In addition, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation proposes a new business approach where the produced goods
automatically enter the circular economy loop, i.e. the valorisation of each piece of material constantly evolving
for the consumption cycle back to the production cycle. The circular economy gives an incredible opportunity
for an in-depth study of the “reuse” idea where consumer goods are continuously included in the economy
loop. Accordingly, the researcher examined the different “reuse” options at consumer products’ End-of-Life
and provides the reader an interesting case study illustrating the role Industrial Design Engineers can play in the
switch to a more competitive and environment-friendly business model.

READING GUIDE
The report is divided into three main parts.
-

-

-

Part I gives an overview of the theoretical background which motivated the conduction of this
research. The definition of “reuse” is refined and the first research question about the relevance of the
UK PAS141:2011 Standard against the idea of “reuse” as intended in the European Union’s literature
will be discussed. Furthermore, the “design for reuse” principles list will be established, based on the
literature review.
Part II illustrates the research with a case study provided by Philips Consumer Lifestyle. The case
study outcomes are discussed and the relevance of the “design for reuse” principles list to assist the
designer in the identification of the possible strengths and weaknesses in terms of “reuse” is examined.
Finally, the third part of the thesis describes the opportunity “reuse” would offer in terms of critical
raw materials’ recovery. The last chapter of Part III focuses on the findings and the conclusions as well
as on the recommendations for future researches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The introductive chapter discusses the general considerations of the research and sets its global framework. An
overview of the stakeholders’ network is provided to understand the complex legislative and innovative
environment of the research. Furthermore, a preliminary discussion conducts the reader to a better
understanding of the thesis’ scope and the relevant research questions. Next, the methodology used to explore
potential answers and solutions is described. Finally, the first chapter ends with an argumentation on the
relevance of the research.
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1.1 General considerations
As volatility rises across the global economy and signs of resource depletion are increasing, there is a growing
need for a new economic model. Businesses have started to explore new possibilities such as reuse products
and their components or recover most of the precious material, energy and labour inputs to improve the
resource performance in their economic scheme (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2010).
According to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, established in 2010 with the aim of inspiring a generation to
rethink, redesign and built a positive future through the vision of a circular economy, and focused on education,
communication and business to accelerate the transition towards it (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2010), a
circular economy seeks to rebuilt capital, whether this is financial, manufactured, human, social or natural. This
ensures flows of goods and services (Ellen MacArthur Fondation, 2010). This business approach is illustrated in
Figure 1.

FIGURE 1: CIRCULAR ECONOMY - AN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM THAT IS RESTORATIVE BY DESIGN (ELLEN
MACARTHUR FONDATION, 2010)
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When in 2010, the European Commission contracted a working group on defining critical raw materials
(CRM’s); it appeared that the circular economy approach would represent a real option. According to the adhoc Working Group commissioned by the EC (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010), raw
material is labelled “critical” when the risks of supply shortage and their impacts on the economy are higher
compared with most of the other raw materials. Furthermore, two types of risks are considered:
a)

The “supply risk” taking into account the political-economic stability of the producing countries, the
level of concentration of production, the potential for substitution and the recycling rate
b) The “environmental risk” assessing the risks that measures might be taken by countries with weak
environmental performance in order to protect the environment and, in doing so, endanger the supply
of raw materials to the EU
Under the aegis of the EC, the ad-hoc Working Group analysed a selection of 41 minerals and metals and
published a list of 14 raw materials considered as “critical”, i.e. at risk. As a consequence, awareness of major
public and private actors responsible for the competitiveness of the European business sector has risen. Even
before the publication of the ad-hoc Working Group report, several governments started to create their own
stockpiles of selected metals, for example, the USA, China and Japan (United Nations Environmental
Programme, 2010) and others have started to limit the export to ensure their own needs and developments
are met (Brehmer, 2010). These developments can cause volatile material prices, forced factory relocations,
stock outs and can even cause bullwhip effects in the supply chain (Rong, et al., 2009). Last but not least, the
increasing complexity of products should not be neglected because it makes it harder to treat them at the endof-life (Brehmer, 2010).
Those facts have impacted the policies in the European Union. Since 2005, the Directive 2005/32/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for
energy-using products has been substantially amended (The European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, 2009). In 2009, this Directive became the 2009/125/EC establishing a framework for the
setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-related products. The redesign of the directive’s title implies
that all energy-related products are subject to restrictions under certain conditions. Furthermore, future
amendments will be provided to the Ecodesign Directive and there is evidence that related measures will be
more restrictive for material choices and EoL (end-of-life) processes (Kemna, et al., 2011), therefore including
CRM’s restrictions in this recast.
Given the fact this research considers circular economy as a potential option to reduce the pressure on CRM’s
supplies; several EoL processes could be regarded to enhance this closed loop economy concept. In view of
“reuse” considered in the Ecodesign Directive 2009 as a design parameter that must be assessed in the
products’ environmental aspects and since the MEErP and the JRC state that products must be designed and
assessed with ease for reuse, the author considers that there is a great chance “reuse” rates for ErP will be
defined in the future amendments of the current Ecodesign Directive.
In this context, the concept of circular economy and in particular the reuse of EEE consumer goods represents
a promising option to reinstate materials considered at risk in the economical loop. Consequently, the
researcher will enlighten the reader by looking into the different aspects of the “reuse” option as potential EoL
process.
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1.2 Stakeholders
Several organizations are involved in this research with different expectations. This subchapter aims to provide
a clear overview to the reader.

1.2.1

S TEP

Besides of the economic and supplies issues established in section 1.1, other concerns related to the research’s
focus on “reuse” for EEE consumer products need to be emphasized. Every day, a vast number of electrical and
electronic devices ends up as waste; some of them ready for scrap, others just obsolete. All this is gradually
mounting up to a serious environmental problem, which has so far failed to attract the public interest (StEP,
2013). An important amount of this equipment waste is exported to West Africa, destined for reuse after
testing and repair. There are significant volumes of WEEE that prove unsuitable for reuse and further add to
local e-waste generation. Statistical data and field research suggest that West Africa serves as the major trading
route of used EEE into the African continent, with Ghana and Nigeria as the main import hubs (Secretariat of
the Basel Convention, 2011).
Created in late 2004, StEP is an initiative of various UN organizations coordinated by the United Nations
University with the overall aim to solve the e-waste problem. Together with prominent members from
industry, governments, international organizations, NGOs and the science sector actively participating, StEP
initiates and facilitates approaches towards the sustainable handling of e-waste. In five task forces, feasible, fair
and environmentally safe solutions for the e-waste problem are developed through analysis, planning and pilot
projects (UNU-EHS, 2013).
StEP’s Taskforce 2 is dedicated to product design aspects. It contributes to the StEP aim of solving the e-waste
problem by fostering the redesign of electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) in order to reduce negative
impacts of their entire life cycle (StEP, 2013) and supports this project.
As illustrated on Figure 2, StEP looks for innovative tools in product design to solve the e-waste problem under
the Taskforce 2, such as support design for better reuse, enhance reuse, develop guidelines for recommended
design changes (StEP, 2013). Therefore, StEP is interested in partnerships with academia like the TU Delft and
companies like Philips Consumer Lifestyle.

1.2.2

T HE E UROPEAN UNION

As mentioned in section 1.1, the public sector has a big impact on material supplies and environmental policies.
Therefore, the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union adopted in 2009 a recast of the
Ecodesign Directive, establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-using
products (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2009). This directive aims to
harmonize the laws or administrative measures adopted by the Member States in relation to the ecodesign of
energy-related products which can create barriers to trade and distort competition in the Community (The
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2009).
Furthermore, the ad-hoc Working Group, mandated by the European Commission Enterprise and Industry
department in 2010 to define CRM’s, analysed a selection of 41 minerals and metals used as raw materials in
order to put forward a relative concept of criticality. As a consequence, 14 materials were defined as being at
risk (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010).
To contribute to the creation of a methodology allowing evaluating whether and to which extent various
energy‐using products fulfil certain criteria that make them eligible for implementing measures under the
Ecodesign Directive, the EC commissioned the MEEuP in 2005. Following the recast of the Directive in 2009,
the MEEuP became the MEErP. In 2011, MEErP amendment proposals were published, including the new
policies, such as the REACH Directive and the strategy for critical raw materials (Kemna, et al., 2011).
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As illustrated on Figure 2, the European Union’s directives act as frameworks for Member States legislation and
have therefore the power to set restrictions to companies such as Philips Consumer Lifestyle. The EU
decisions has also influence on the academic research such as the present thesis from the TU Delft.

FIGURE 2: STAKHOLDERS MAP
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1.2.3

S TANDARDIZATION ORGANIZATIONS

Since 2006, the British Standard Institution (BSI) developed the BS 8887 Standard series about design for
manufacture, assembly, disassembly and end-of-life processing (MADE). Its primary purpose is to identify and
specify the use of ISO Standards relevant to the design for manufacture. It provides the designer with a
framework for the selection, preparation and presentation of appropriate documentation (British Standard
Institution, 2013) and is very helpful when it comes to design for reuse.
In 2011, the BSI also developed the PAS 141:2011 Standard which purpose is to track and prepare UEEE &
WEEE (Used & Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment) for product reuse. As reuse must be enhanced
according the MEErP, this standard may represent a great opportunity to adopt a common process for
products destined for reuse.
Both of these standards consider “reuse” as a potential EoL process and the latter is especially important for
the development of this thesis. Standardization organizations’ work is crucial because it brings various
procedures into line which is very helpful when designers have to take decisions for reuse. As illustrated at
Figure 2, the standards are restricted by legislative organizations but may also influence them. Furthermore, the
topic “reuse of EEE consumer products” can be lucrative for such organization if the outcome appears to be
interesting enough to be adopted by manufacturers.

1.2.4

P HILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE

As company involved in the StEP initiative, Philips CL is very interested in such exploratory research which
could help to integrate new business strategies. Therefore, the Philips CL Sustainability Team decided to
support this research by providing the case study facilities.

1.2.5

T HE DELFT UNIVERSITY OF T ECHNOLOGY

David Peck, researcher at the TU Delft’s Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering in the Department of Design
Engineering – Reliability and Durability, is currently writing a PhD thesis on the CRM’s. To broaden the scope
of this thesis, several graduating student researchers are involved in the research process for their own
graduation thesis. Therefore, the IDE Faculty’s scope is closely related to the “reuse” issues and product
design. The TU Delft is interested in collaboration with multinational companies such as Philips Consumer
Lifestyle to provide its students with interesting industrial projects. Furthermore, the University also intends to
collaborate with international organizations such as StEP. Finally, with its recognized expertise and by the
publication of various researches, the TU Delft owns a certain power of influence on the European Union’s
institutions decisions.
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1.3 Scope of the thesis
In the previous sections (1.1and 1.2), several topics related to the scope of the thesis were exposed. To avoid
any kind of confusion in the reader’s mind, the focus of the research will be briefly summarized.

1.3.1

S TEP

The UNU StEP initiative supports this research. Therefore, StEP’s concerns are seen as prior and “reuse for
EEE consumer products” will be the scope of the thesis with as result the development of design for reuse
principles illustrating recommended design changes in terms of reuse.

1.3.2

BSI

With the PAS 141:2011 Standard, the British organization directly addresses reuse. This Standard could
hypothetically facilitate the companies’ product design for reuse in order to reduce dependence on CRM’s.
Therefore, the researcher will determine if this document attends to the needs of design principles for reuse.

1.3.3

P HILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE

As DRP must be set to assist the designer at early stage of the design process for reuse, Philips CL provided a
small EEE consumer product which will be employed to assess the reuse principles’ relevance.

1.3.4

E UROPEAN LEGISLATION

Since CRM’s are defined as a threat for the upcoming European industry’s supplies, the case study represents a
great opportunity to give an overview of the potential benefits a “design for reuse” strategy could have on the
CRM’s supplies.
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1.4 Research questions
The research questions represent the core of the thesis. The discussions and argumentations of the research
will be oriented around the following research questions which were determined consequently to the
statements at point 1.3. The three research questions listed below will be addressed during the following
chapters:
RQ1: Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in the European
Union’s literature?
RQ2: Do “design for reuse” principles potentially assist the designer to identify
design weaknesses and strengths in terms of reuse?
RQ3: Based on the case study product’s analysis, what are the assumed benefits of
“design for reuse” in terms of CRM’s?
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1.5 Methodology
In collaboration with Philips Consumer Lifestyle, this exploratory research project will take a random EEE
consumer product to compare and contrast its current reuse performance against the “design for reuse”
principles established on the basis of grey, academic and scientific literature. Particular attention will be brought
at the UK PAS 141:2011 Standard “Reuse of used and waste electrical and electronic equipment”.
The researcher intends to bring as many insights as possible to discuss the research questions and offer a
better overview of the “reuse” opportunity. The methodology applied for each research question is described
below.

1.5.1

RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in the European Union’s
literature?
Based on the exploration of related literature, the researcher will determine whether the UK BSI PAS
141:2011 Standard does meet the reuse aspect of European Union’s literature or not. This research question
also requires a clear definition of the term “reuse” as intended in the European legislative and preparatory
literature. Furthermore, a list of design for reuse principles will be settled in order to assist the designer in the
design process for reuse.

1.5.2

RESEARCH QUESTION 2

Do “design for reuse” principles potentially assist the designer to identify design
weaknesses and strengths in terms of reuse?
In collaboration with Philips Consumer Lifestyle, the researcher will use a random EEE product as a case study
to assess the impact of the DRP list. The researcher will use the provided technical documentation to explore
possible design issues in the selected product. The purpose of this explorative approach is to determine the
implementation complexity of the DRP as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the actual case study in
terms of reuse.

1.5.3

RESEARCH QUESTION 3
RQ3: Based on the case study product’s analysis, what are the assumed benefits of
“design for reuse” in terms of CRM’s?

As a consequence of the case study analysis, the researcher will be able to identify the CRM’s included in the
design of the provided EEE consumer product. Next, the researcher will discuss the possible benefits “reuse”
could have on the CRM’s included in the case study. Furthermore, the benefits for companies will be discussed
and an overview of the advantages which a reuse strategy could create will be provided.
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1.6 Relevance of the research
This research aims to develop DRP for EEE consumer products. One could question the choice of “reuse” as a
possible EoL strategy instead of using a more widespread concept such as remanufacturing or recycling.
As other EoL will be discussed later in this document (in section 2.2), the reuse option needs to be explored
for several reasons;
a)

Regulations are coming. By using the word “reuse” several times in official reports and directives, it
seems clear to the author that “reuse” as an EoL option will be seriously considered in the coming
years.
b) The materials used in the present design of EEE consumer products are already restricted by
legislative measures and will be even more limited in the future due to supplies issues. Therefore, new
strategies must be developed to recover as much CRM’s as possible and accordingly reduce
companies’ addiction to newly extracted raw materials.
c) The material price volatility is an important factor for which a stockpiling strategy does not represent
a real solution. To counter this phenomenon, the retrieval of the CRM’s included into EEE consumer
products constitute a good option.
d) In the coming years, several materials will be restricted, not only by the legislation but simply because
of a lack of availability.
e) As described at 2.2, reuse represents the best EoL option in terms of environmental impact compared
with other EoL processes.
f) There is evidence that product designers have a major role to play in the development of the
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) of a company, i.e. an environmental policy approach in which
a producer’s responsibility for a product is extended to the post-consumer stage of a product’s life
cycle (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2001). One aim of the EPR is to
prevent environmental problems at source by providing incentives for change at early design stage of
products (Yu, et al., 2007). As a consequence, products designers are major actors in the
implementation of other product EoL strategies, such as reuse.
To summarize, this thesis not only discusses the relevance of “reuse” as a hypothetical EoL strategy but also
gives an opportunity to anticipate the upcoming CRM’s legislative and restrictive issues.
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Part I
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The first part of the thesis will present the literature analysis and its key outcomes. As the notion of “reuse”
can be very wide, the research boundaries will be described and a definition adopted. Furthermore, other EoL
processes will be briefly exposed and the UK PAS141:2011 Standard will be analysed to determine its potential
convenience as a “design for reuse” standard.
Next, “design for reuse” principles will be established considering the legislative requirements and design
features mentioned in the suitable literature. Finally, a DRP list will be presented to the reader.
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2. REUSE
The second chapter of this thesis focuses on reuse and its terminology. First, a literature review will provide
the reader with several academic and scientific articles as well as technical reports and legislative papers
published under the aegis of the European Union. Furthermore, other EoL options will be briefly discussed in
order to give an overview of the EoL processes which do not belong to the concept of “reuse”. Finally, the first
RQ will be debated by first analysing the UK BSI PAS 141:2011 Standard and subsequently provide an answer
to the question “Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in the European
Union’s literature?”.
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2.1 Literature review
The literature review of “reuse” gives an overview of the grey literature, i.e. the literature provided by public
institution such as the EC, the UK BSI or even the Basel Convention. Furthermore, the academic and scientific
literature considered for the aim of this research will be browsed.

2.1.1

GREY LITERATURE

2.1.1.1

E UROPEAN DIRECTIVES AND REGULATIONS

EU directives lay down certain end results that must be achieved in every Member State. National authorities
have to adapt their laws to meet these goals, but are free to decide how to do so. Directives may concern one
or more Member States or all of them (European Commission, 2012).
Besides, regulations are the most direct form of EU law - as soon as they are passed, they have binding legal
force throughout every Member State, on a par with national laws. National governments do not have to take
action themselves to implement EU regulations (European Commission, 2012).
Below, an overview of the relevant European Union directives and regulations is provided.
a)

The Directive 2000/53/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 September 2000 on
end-of-life vehicles (ELV), aims to harmonize the different national measures concerning end-of-life
vehicles. The ELV Directive’s purpose is, first, to minimize the impact of end-of-life vehicles on the
environment, thus contributing to the protection, preservation and improvement of the quality of the
environment and energy conservation. Secondly, to ELV Directive aims to ensure the smooth
operation of the internal market and thus avoid distortions of competition in the Community (The
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2000). Several amendments, decisions
and revisions were provided to the Directive, especially on Annex II exemptions about hazardous
materials. Moreover, revisions were added on spare parts, coding, certificates and destruction. This
last part is especially interesting for this research as the Commission decision 2005/293/EC lays down
detailed rules on the monitoring of the reuse/recovery and reuse/recycling targets set out in the ELV
Directive (European Commission, 2005). As this research focuses on reuse for EEE consumer
products, this document does not represent a direct reference but provides many insights on reuse
and may clarify the situation as a case study for industrial designers.
b) In 2006, the Regulation 1013/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council on shipments of
waste was published to enhance the protection of the environment, its effects on international trade
being only incidental (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2006). Based
on the requirements of the Basel Convention, this document regulates and restricts the conditions of
hazardous substances in waste shipments. This dimension is especially interesting for the StEP side of
this research since it does regulate the WEEE exports to developing countries.
c) The REACH Regulation (1907/2006), about Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals, ensures a high level of protection of human health and the environment as well as the free
movement of substances, on their own, in preparations and in articles, while enhancing
competitiveness and innovation. This Regulation should also promote the development of alternative
methods for the assessment of hazards of substances (European Commission, 2006). The REACH
Regulation is important for product designers since it provides important restrictions to the use of
hazardous substances which have a great impact on EoL processes, especially during the product’s
disassembly.
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d) The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union adopted in 2009 a recast of the
Ecodesign Directive, establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energyusing products (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2009). This
directive aims to harmonize the laws or administrative measures adopted by the member States in
relation to the ecodesign of energy-related products which can create barriers to trade and distort
competition in the Community (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union,
2009). This Directive is the key document for designers since it produces quantitative restrictions in
view of EuP. So far, the Directive provides regulations on several categories of EuP, in particular on
their energy consumption (The European Commission - Entreprise and Industry, 2013):
- Air conditioners and comfort fans (European Commission, 2012)
- Circulators (European Commission, 2009)
- Domestic dishwashers (European Commission, 2010)
- Domestic lighting (European Commission, 2009), amended in September 2009 (European
Commission, 2009)
- Domestic refrigeration (European Commission, 2009)
- Domestic washing machines (European Commission, 2010)
- Electric motors (European Commission, 2009)
- External power supplies (European Commission, 2009)
- Fans (driven by motors with an electric input power between 125W and 500kW) (European
Commission, 2011)
- Simple set-top boxes (European Commission, 2009)
- Standby and off-mode losses of electrical and electronic equipment (household and office)
(European Commission, 2008)
- Televisions (European Commission, 2009)
- Tertiary sector lighting (office and street) (European Commission, 2009), amended in April 2010
(European Commission, 2010)
Nevertheless, the current Ecodesign Directive (2009/125/EC) will be amended in no time and will
address Energy-related Products (instead of Energy-using products currently). There is no doubt the
revision of the Ecodesign Directive will include much more restrictions for designers, especially on
CRM’s and EoL processes. These upcoming events will be exposed in section 2.1.1.2.
e) As a consequence of the REACH Regulation and the Ecodesign Directive, the European authorities
amended the RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU on the Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous
Substances in electrical and electronic equipment in 2009. The first version of this Directive was
approved in 2002 (2002/95/EC) and aimed to harmonize the laws or administrative measures adopted
by the Member States regarding the RoHS could create barriers to trade and distort competition in
the Union and may thereby have direct impact on the establishment and functioning of the internal
market (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2011). The RoHS Directive
directly addresses EEE consumer goods and must therefore be scanned for the aim of this research.
f) Another very important directive concerns the WEEE Directive which has been amended in 2012 (the
original Directive was adopted in 2002). The Directive 2012/19/EU on waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE) aims to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment, to protect
the human health and to utilise natural resources prudently and rationally. That policy is based on the
precautionary principle and the principles that preventive action should be taken, that environmental
damage should, as a priority, be rectified at source and that the polluter should pay (The European
Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2012). The designers willing to develop EEE
consumer products have to comply with this Directive even if those products are destined to be
reused.
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2.1.1.2

P REPARATORY REPORTS
E CODESIGN D IRECTIVE

FOR THE FUTURE AMENDMENTS OF THE

Several reports commissioned by the EC were recently published to analyse the possibilities of restrictions
broadening. Those reports were worked out by working groups related to Directorates-General or Agencies
of the EC.
As presented in section 2.1.1.1, the most relevant documents for this research will be briefly defined and
explained. As already mentioned, the report of the ad-hoc Working Group on defining critical raw materials
was one of the major pieces to start this research. Furthermore, the MEErP report provided more insight on
the methodology used to define selection criteria for implementing measures in the future amended Ecodesign
Directive. Finally, the Joint Research Centre published six reports between 2011 and 2012 refining the possible
measures to be included in the Ecodesign Directive revision;
a)

In 2010, the European Commission contracted the ad-hoc Working Group (European Commission Enterprise and Industry, 2010), according to which raw material is labelled “critical” when the risks of
supply shortage and their impacts on the economy are higher compared with most of the other raw
materials. Under the aegis of the EC, the ad-hoc Working Group analysed a selection of 41 minerals
and metals and published a list of 14 raw materials considered as “critical”. As a consequence,
awareness of major public and private actors responsible for the competitiveness of the European
business sector has risen. There is evidence that suggests the CRM’s list will impact the decisions
related to the amendments of the future Ecodesign Directives. Those indications will be displayed in
sections b and c dedicated respectively to the MEErP and the JRC reports.
b) The MEEuP (Methodology for Ecodesign of Energy-using Products) was developed in 2005 to review
the effectiveness and update, whenever necessary, the Ecodesign Methodology after having been
applied for 5 years in ecodesign studies and contributes to the evaluation of implementing measures
on energy-using products. Furthermore, the MEEuP also focuses on the extension of the Ecodesign
Methodology for ErP to evaluate whether and to which extend new ErP’s fulfil criteria for
implementing measures under the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC and consequently became the
MEErP. Following the recent updates (particularly the ones from the ad-hoc Working Group) there is a
safe bet that CRM’s issues and EoL options such as reuse will be considered. In fact, in the Checklist of
Ecodesign Parameters (see appendix 1), ease for reuse and recycling is already mentioned:
Ease for reuse and recycling as expresses through: number of materials and components used,
use of standard component, time necessary for disassembly, complexity of tools necessary for disassemble,
use of component and material coding standards for the identification of components and materials
suitable for reuse and recycling (including marking of plastic parts in accordance with ISO standards), use
of easily recyclable materials, easy access to valuable and other recyclable components and materials; easy
access to components and materials containing hazardous substances (Kemna, et al., 2011).
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c)

As the Commission's in-house science service, the Joint Research Centre's mission is to provide EU
policies with independent, evidence-based scientific and technical support throughout the whole policy
cycle. Working in close cooperation with policy Directorates-General, the JRC addresses key societal
challenges while stimulating innovation through developing new methods, tools and standards, and
sharing its know-how with the Member States, the scientific community and international partners
(European Commission, 2013). In 2011, the JRC Institute for Environment and Sustainability published
three reports on “Integration of resource efficiency and waste management criteria in the
implementing measures under the Ecodesign Directive” (Ardente, et al., 2011). The first report,
published in July 2011, mentions the WEEE Directive, including the “polluter pays principle” and the
“waste hierarchy” which generally lays down a priority order of what constitutes the best overall
environmental option in waste legislation and policy (The European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, 2008). Furthermore, the report discusses the Waste Directive and the Ecodesign
Policies and recommends minimizing the production of waste, applying environmental conscious design
of the product and implementing strategies for the reuse and recycling. The JRC published
three reports for the second phase of the “Integration of resource efficiency and waste management
criteria in European product policies” in 2012. Each of the three reports had a particular topic to
discuss; the first one, “Analysis of Durability” (Ardente, et al., 2012), the second, “Application of the
project’s methods to three products groups” (Ardente & Mathieux, 2012) and the third, “Refined
methods and Guidance documents for the calculation of indices concerning Reusability / Recyclability /
Recoverability, Recycled content, Use of Priority Resources, Use of Hazardous substances, Durability”
(Ardente & Mathieux, 2012). This last report is particularly interesting since it revises the methods
for Reusability, Recyclability and Recoverability , proposes EoL treatments for WEEE,
reviews the literature on the use of hazardous substances and provides guidance in various
complex EoL processes calculations. Consequently, the author considers that the above
mentioned JRC reports provide enough evidence that material use and EoL processes will be seriously
framed in the coming years.

2.1.1.3

T HE B ASEL C ONVENTION

As StEP represents the major stakeholder in this research, a brief exploration of the Basel Convention
literature turns out to be necessary.
The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal
was adopted on 22 March 1989 by the Conference of Plenipotentiaries in Basel, Switzerland. The aim of the
Basel Convention is to respond to a public outcry following the discovery, in the 1980s, in Africa and other
parts of the developing world of deposits of toxic wastes imported from abroad (Secretariat of the Basel
Convention, 2013).
The overarching objective of the Basel Convention is to protect human health and the environment against the
adverse effects of hazardous wastes. Its scope of application covers a wide range of wastes defined as
“hazardous wastes” based on their origin and/or composition and their characteristics, as well as two types of
wastes defined as “other wastes” - household waste and incinerator ash (Secretariat of the Basel Convention,
2013).
The documents “Where are WEEE in Africa” (Secretariat of the Basel Convention, 2011) and the Partnership
for Action on Computing Equipment (Secretariat of the Basel Convention, 2011) provide interesting figures on
the worldwide WEEE production. For instance, according to the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) cited in the PACE presentation report, some 20 to 50 million metric tonnes of e-waste are generated
worldwide every year, comprising more than 5% of all municipal waste (Secretariat of the Basel Convention,
2011). There is no doubt that this mountain of WEEE includes an unsuspected amount of CRM’s which could
relieve some pressure on raw materials supplies.
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2.1.1.4 S TANDARD ORGANIZATIONS
a)

Since 2006, the BSI developed the BS 8887 Standard series about design for manufacture, assembly,
disassembly and end-of-life processing (MADE). Its primary purpose is to identify and specify the use of
ISO Standards relevant to the design for manufacture. It provides the designer with a framework for
the selection, preparation and presentation of appropriate documentation (British Standard Institution,
2013) and could be very helpful when it comes to design for reuse.
b) In 2011, the BSI also developed the PAS141:2011 Standard which purpose is to track and prepare
UEEE & WEEE for product reuse. As reuse must be enhanced according the MEErP and the JRC
reports, this standard may represent a great opportunity to adopt a common process for products
destined for reuse.
Both of these standards consider “reuse” as a potential EoL process and are important for the development of
this thesis. Standardization organizations’ work is crucial because it brings various procedures into line which
facilitates designers’ decision making for reuse.

2.1.1.5

O THER ORGANIZATIONS

Other organizations also provide important information related to “reuse”. Among them, the Centre for
Remanufacturing and Reuse (CRR) presents several reports and articles which summarize very well the
different EoL options both on the practical and financial aspects. Most of the relevant articles will be presented
in section 2.1.2 within the different sections applicable for “reuse”.
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, previously referenced in this research for its work on circular economy, also
published several reports on this topic. Possible EoL options are presented and the published work not only
covers manufacturing of non-food products but also organic and energetic processes.

2.1.2

A CADEMIC AND SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

As starting point of the literature review, the researcher went through the grey literature provided by public
organizations. Many of them (especially the ones preparing the future revisions of the current European
directives) mentioned several times the importance of materials as well as the words ecodesign, reuse,
disassembly, remanufacturing, EoL options and standardization. For a better overview, those words will each
represent a category in which diverse articles could be included according to their title.

2.1.2.1

MATERIALS

a)

In 2010, the graduation thesis of Mieke Brehmer, gave an overview of CRM’s in product development.
The causes related the CRM’s issues and the possible consequences are provided to explain the
difficulties the companies could face in the coming years. The purpose of the thesis is to generate a
tool for assessing strengths and weaknesses of companies in terms of CRM’s potential issues
(Brehmer, 2010).
b) Ivana Moerland also graduated with a topic related to CRM’s. In February 2012, “Critical materials in
the Netherlands” was presented in order to assess the effects of material criticality on technological
companies in the Netherlands and what kind of implications that could have for industrial design
engineering (Moerland-Masic, 2012).
c) Still in 2012, Mighael Vroom graduated on “Critical materials from a wind turbine industry
perspective” which consists of a literature study and an empirical research using mixed survey
methods to interrogate half of all European wind turbine manufacturers (Vroom, 2012).
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2.1.2.2 E CODESIGN
The author considers that the articles related to environmental friendly product design should be included
under “ecodesign”.
a)

The keynote paper extracted from the book “Towards Self-Disassembling Products: Design Solutions
for Economically Feasible Large Scale Disassembly” (Duflou, et al., 2006) proposes several innovative
fasteners to enhance “design for disassembly” and thereby “design for reuse”. Furthermore, this paper
offers an interesting overview of the relations between time and cost during disassembly.
b) The article “Extended Producer Responsibility and Eco-Design Changes: Perspectives from China”
(Yu, et al., 2007) gives an overview of the EPR already included in environmental policies by a growing
number of governments. Furthermore, it gives a perspective on environmental legislation already
implemented in China. This article mentions the importance of the designer’s role in the EPR of
companies.
c) In 2007, the article “Strategic response to EEE returns: Product ecodesign or new recovery
processes?” (Zuidwijk & Krikke, 2007), suggests that product ecodesign covers both Design for
Disassembly and Recovery (DfX) and Product Data Management (PDM). Furthermore, it also
emphasizes the importance of the dBOM (disassembly Bill Of Material) and proposes a waste
hierarchy as following:
- Remanufacturing of the component after full disassembly
- Material recycling after full disassembly
- Material recycling with partial disassembly and the use of PST (Post-shredder Separation
Technology)
- Disposal
d) In “Adopting and applying ecodesign techniques: a practitioner perspective”, (Knight & Jenkins, 2008),
the authors state that there is no one-size-fits-all solution, and some form of process-specific
customisation is needed in each case. Tools should be chosen to support the ecodesign procedure and
that those tools must be adapted to the specific needs of the design process under consideration.
e) The article “Ecodesign methods focused on remanufacturing” (Pigosso, et al., 2009), proposes a
hierarchy of the main recovery strategies where “direct reuse” is considered as the best
environmental option. The second best option being Product Service System, followed by
Refurbishment, Remanufacturing, Recycling and Disposal.
f) Finally, the book “Sustainable materials with both eyes open” (Allwood & Cullen, 2012) states that in
case of real crisis, EoL strategies would immediately be adopted. Furthermore, it also suggests that
“reuse” implies dismantling to separate EoL products into components. It also emphasizes the
importance of certification.

2.1.2.3

R EUSE

“Reuse” is a very disparate topic and is often misinterpreted as another term to say “recycle”. Nevertheless,
several papers keep their focus on the primary role of reuse.
a)

In “Analyses of Reusability using ‘Marginal Reuse Rate’” (Umeda, et al., 2006), the authors determine
why the reuse of home appliances seems impossible while that of photocopiers succeeds. This paper
clarifies an essential factor that is the balance between supply and demand of reusable components
which is indispensable of successful reuse.
b) The article “Maximising reuse through end-of-life process – A Producers Perspective” (Perry, 2008)
explores the IT reuse market and legislation to determine the optimum way of ensuring practical and
environmentally sound reuse. It suggest that two types of reuse are existing; one in the commercial
business environment and the other in the household environment.
c) An article from 2009 published by the CRR on “Practice Guidelines: WEEE reuse and disposal”
(Bloomfield & Parker, 2009) gives an overview of the regulatory background for WEEE as well as the
possible EoL markets. Moreover, it provides a list of suggested UK EoL agent companies.
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2.1.2.4 D ISASSEMBLY
According to previous literature, disassembly seems to be a leading process for ecodesign and reuse as EoL
procedures.
a)

In 1996, “Design for Disassembly and the Environment” (Harjula, et al., 1996) makes a comparison
between assembly and disassembly. The analysis of a small coffee maker and some large domestic
appliances has shown that redesign proposals resulting from Design for Assembly (DfA) analysis are
compatible with Design for Disassembly (DfD) and improvements are achievable. Furthermore, it also
shows that optimization of the disassembly sequence is important in order to maximize any financial
benefits. The authors also provide several design features to improve DfD.
b) Many insights can be gathered by DfD in architecture. In 1999, “Design for Disassembly” (Crowther,
1999), the author states that many valuable lessons may be learned from past building examples. A list
of strategies for component reuse is furnished.
c) The “Selective Disassembly Sequencing: A Methodology for the Disassemble of End-of-Life Products”
article (Kara, et al., 2006) proposes a graphical disassembly process where each of the components
are sequentially disassembled. This disassembly planning methodology is interesting when it comes to
identifying all the parts and components disassembled.
d) In the article “Evaluation of disassemblability to enable design for disassembly in mass production”
(Desai & Mital, 2003), the authors state that disassembly is the organized process of taking apart a
systematically assembled product (assembly of components). Furthermore, it is possible to use two
methods; destructive disassembly (brute force approach) and non-destructive disassembly (or reverse
assembly). The latest can conduct to total disassembly and selective disassembly. Next, several design
features for disassembly are provided and will be discussed in section 3.3.4.
e) The article “Design for Product-Embedded Disassembly with Maximum Profit” (Takeuchi & Saitou,
2005) offers diverse mathematical models to optimize product disassembly and profit. For instance,
the authors state that labour cost dominates the total disassembly cost. In another example, the
authors affirm that it does not make economic sense to remove the fasteners that fix the component
whose profit is lower than the labour cost of removing a fastener.

2.1.2.5

R EMANUFACTURING

Remanufacturing could be considered as a strategy to enhance “reuse”. Nevertheless, there is evidence in the
literature that remanufacturing actually requests a product upgrade. This characteristic falls beyond the scope
of this research. For instance, Pigosso et al., state that intelligent remanufacturing systems provide the opportunity
for product upgrades, thereby extending product life and incorporating less environmental harmful technology (Pigosso,
et al., 2009).

2.1.2.6

E ND - OF -LIFE OPTIONS

a)

In 2001, the article “Clarifying the concept of product-service system” (Mont, 2001), gave a clear
overview of the potential of products systems switching to a service system. Furthermore, the author
provided many insights on the benefits created by such a strategy for each of the involved
stakeholders.
b) The report provided by the CRR, named “Through leadership” (WAX-RDC, 2013), illustrates the
possible EoL options with its benefits and disadvantages, challenges and optimisation strategies.

2.1.2.7

S TANDARDIZATION

As a critic of the BS 8887 series standards, the PhD thesis of Alexander Plant (Plant, 2012) provided several
insights on the use of the standards in an industrial context. The author investigated why and how the BS 8887
standards are being used and identified examples of their application in design practice. The information
gathered through interviews showed how the BS 8777-1 has informed the design process and how it has been
used in combination with various design and management techniques.
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2.2 Scope
The research focuses on “reuse”. Yet, “reuse” can be seen in different ways according to the background of
the person who is interested. As the author considers the literature emerging from public sources as most
important given the probable future legislative measures will represent restrictions for product designers, the
hierarchy proposed by Ardente et al. in 2011 (Ardente, et al., 2011) represents an interesting option to be
considered.

FIGURE 3: ECODESIGN STRATEGIES AND THE WASTE HIERARCHY (ARDENTE, ET AL., 2011)

As represented in Figure 3: Ecodesign strategies and the waste hierarchy , “Prevention” is seen as the most
reliable strategy and consists of the adoption of environment-conscious manufacturing, i.e. minimizing the
production of wastes during the production process, efficient use of resources and boosting the employment of
renewable of recycled materials. Waste prevention is also achieved by improving the expected product’s
lifetime and lifetime performance which need to guarantee the product’s function and efficiency over the time.
Furthermore, maintenance improvements (repair, refurbish) and the adoption of the best available technology
(BAT) are key issues to improve the manufacturing of the product or to improve the performances of products
over their lifetime. Finally, the use of hazardous substances should be limited and DfD enhanced (Ardente, et
al., 2011).
However, the JRC report does consider “reuse” as a strategy which could include the possibility to reintroduce the product into the manufacturing process, it is the author’s opinion that remanufacturing, as
described at 2.1.2.5, represents another process which brings a product to as-new or better state, i.e.
upgrading. As a consequence, remanufacturing provides the product an upgrade which thereby extends the
product life. The remanufacturing process can be described as a product recovery strategy focused on product
restoration. The upgrading step is essential in order to ensure the continued viability of remanufacturing, and
that it does not simply prolong the life of inefficient and obsolete products (Kerr & Ryan, 2003) (Zwolinski, et
al., 2006) (Sudin, 2001) (Seitz, 2007) cited in (Pigosso, et al., 2009). Therefore, it seems clear to the author that
“remanufacturing” does not belong to “reuse” and consequently to this research.
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Besides, there is much confusion while
considering recycling. According to the 2009
amended Ecodesign Directive, recycling means
“the reprocessing in a production process of waste
materials for the original purpose or for other
purposes but excluding energy recovery” (The
European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, 2009). This means that the
product is already considered as waste and
cannot be reused anymore. As the same
definition is considered in the JRC’s report 3
of the second phase (Ardente & Mathieux,
2012), the author decided that “recycling”
does not belong to the scope of this thesis.
With regards to EoL strategies defined in
Figure 3, “reuse” is thus considered as the
primary option after “prevention”. To further
refine the scope of the research, the author
also considered the perspective given to EoL
strategies by Rose et al. (Rose, 2000) and
illustrated it in Figure 4. Yet, the researcher
believes that what the author considered as
“main recovery strategies”, i.e. the strategies
which facilitate the material recovery at EoL,
are in fact the closest options to circular
economy thinking since it aims to use the
same materials again in the industrial loop.

FIGURE 4: SCOPE IN THE FIELD OF "REUSE"

To conclude, direct reuse (items are used by a second customer without prior repair operations), product
share, renting, and leasing (which imply a shift in business thinking from selling products to providing service
solutions to customer needs) (Mont, 2001), refurbishment and repair (restoration of products to working
order, although with possible loss of quality) (Pigosso, et al., 2009), represent the research scope in the field of
“reuse”.
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2.3 Definition of “reuse”
To develop design principles for products designers, a definition must be agreed upon. Yet, many definitions
are currently used in the literature and a terminology analysis is needed to decrypt the written terms. This will
lead the researcher to choose a definition.
The evolution of the terminology of “reuse” (also known as “re-use”) has been listed in the literature covered
by the researcher. Table 1, gives an overview of 16 different definitions, chronologically classified. A deeper
terminology analysis is also available in the appendix 2.
It can be observed that the definitions of reuse vary following the literature, mainly because of the function of
the authors. For instance, the WEEE Directive’s reuse definition directly addresses WEEE.
As this research intends to determine possible “reuse” restrictions in the future amendments of the Ecodesign
Directive, it has been decided to use the “reuse” definition provided by the same Ecodesign Directive (The
European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2009):
‘Reuse’ means any operation by which a product or its
components, having reached the end of their first use, are used
for the same purpose for which they were conceived, including
the continued use of a product which is returned to a collection
point, distributor, recycler or manufacturer, as well as reuse of a
product following refurbishment”.
However, in the context of “distributor, recycler and manufacturer”, “reuse” must be understood as the reuse
of components after disassembly, or parts reuse.
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#

Institution / Author

Year

Document

Definition

Note

Cited in Linton, J.D. and Jayaraman, V., 2005.
"A framework for identifying differences and
1

Kopicki et al.

1993

similarities in the managerial competences
associated with different modes of product life

The use of a product in its same form for the same use without
remanufacturing

International Journal of Production
Research, vol. 43, no. 9, pp. 1807-1829

extension."
Cited in Pigosso D., Zanette E., Filho A.,
2

Beamon

1999

Ometto A., Rozenfeld H., 2009. "Ecodesign
methods focused on remanufacturing."

3

European Parliament and
European Council

Directive on End-of-Life Vehicules

2000

(2000/53/EC)

Reuse is the process of collecting used materials, products or
components from field, and distributing or selling them as used.
Any operation by which components of end-of-life vehicules are used for
the same purpose for which they were conceived

Journal of Cleaner Production 18, 2010, pp.
21-31
Definition used in the European
Commission's End-of-Life Vehicles Directive

Any operation by which WEEE or components thereof are used for the
4

European Commission

2002

The WEEE Directive (2002/96/EC), Article 3

same purpose for which they were conceived, including the continued

Definition used in the UK PAS141:2011

use of equipment or components thereof which have been returned to

Standard

collection points, distributors, recyclers or manufacturers
5

Anoop Desai, Anil Mital

2003

Evaluation of disassembility to enable design
for disassembly in mass production
ASTM D7209-06 Standard Guide for Waste

6

American Society for Testing
Material

2006

Reduction, Resource Recovery, and Use of
Recycled Polymeric Materials and Products.
2006

7

Yasushi Umeda, Shinsuke
Kondoh, Takashi Sugino

2006

Analysis of Reusability using 'Marginal Reuse
Rate'

C. Gray, M. Charter (The
8

Centre for Sustainable Design
University College for the

2007

Remanufacturing and Product Design
Designing for the 7th Generation

Creative Arts, Farnham, UK)
9

International Organization for
Standardization

Component reuse: component from a retired product being used
without upgraduation in a new product

Ergonomics 32

Re-use': use of a product more than once in its original form. (Note: in

Definition which will be used by the

view of the fact that a re-used product has not been discarded, re-use

International Organization for

does not constitute a recovery option).

Standardization in 2008

Lifecycle option where components or modules are extracted from a
product, cleaned and repaired if necessary, and used again in another

Annals of the CIRP Vol. 55/1/2006

product (including sales secondhand products).
This term is generally applied to a product that has been used previously.
The product will retain the problems it acquired during its previous life as
it will not have been repaired.

ISO 15270:2008. Plastics - Guidelines for the Re-use': use of a product more than once in its original form. (Note: in
2008 recovery and recycling of plastic waste. Second view of the fact that a re-used product has not been discarded, re-use
edition, 15/6/2008

International Journal of Industrial

does not constitute a recovery option).

Defintion used by the American Society for
Testing Material in 2006

Re-use' is any operation by which component parts of end-of-life
10

International Organization for
Standardization

ISO 16714:2008. Earth moving machinery -

machines are used for the same purposes for which they were conceived.

2008 Recyclability and recoverability - Terminology (Note: Reuse includes 'remanufacturing' defined as: "process by which
and calculation method. 2008

Defintion used in the ISO 16714 Standard

value is added to component parts of end-of-life machines to return
them to their original same-as-new condition to better").

11

European Parliament and
European Council

2008

Directive on waste and repealing certain
Directives (2008/98/EC), Article 3

Re-use means any operation by which a product or its components that
are not waste are used again for the same purpose for which they were
conceived

Definition used in the 2012 amended
WEEE Directive (2012/19/EU)

Reuse means any operation by which a product or its components,

12

European Parliament and
European Council

Directive establishing a framework for the
2009

setting of ecodesign requirements for
energy-related products (2009/125/EC)

having reached the end of their first use, are used for the same
purpose for which they were conceived, including the continued use
of a product which is returned to a collection point, distributor,

Definition used in the 2009 Ecodesign
Directive

recycler or manufacturer, as well as reuse for a product following
refurbishment

BS 8887-2-2009 Design for manufacture,
13

The British Standards
Institution

2009

assembly, disassembly and end ‑of-life

Operation by which a product or its components are put back into use

processing (MADE) Part 2 Terms and

for the same purpose at end-of-life

Definition used in the UK BS 8887-2-2009
Standard

definitions
Process of using again used equipment or a functional component from
14

The Basel Convention

2011

Where are WEEE in Africa ?

used equipment in the same or a similar function, possibly after
refurbishment, repair or upgrading.

15

The Ellen MacArthur
Foundation

2012

Towards the circular economy, vol 1, p. 25

The use of a product again for the same purpose in its original form or
with little enhancement or change.

The International
Electrotechnical Commission

for End of Lifre information provision from
2012

manufacturers and recyclers, and for

the Basel Convention
In line with the definition developed by the
Center for Remanufacturing and Reuse
Definition used by the Joint Research

Technical Report IEC/TR 62635. "Guidelines
16

Document copyrighted by the Secretariat of

Operation by which a product, or a part thereof, having reached the end
of one use-stage is used again for the same purpose for which it was

recyclability rate calculation of Electrical and conceived. It does not include second-hand sales
Electronic Equipment"

Center - Institute for Environment and
Sustainability - in the second phase of the
"Integration of resource efficiency and
waste management criteria in European
product policies" (Report n°3)

TABLE 1: REUSE TERMINOLOGY
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2.4 The BSI PAS141:2011 Standard
The first research question aims to discuss the UK PAS 141:2011 Standard about “Reuse of used and waste
electrical and electronic equipment (UEEE and WEEE) – Process management – Specification”.

2.4.1

OBSERVATIONS

Below, the researcher listed the observations made in the BSI PAS141:2011 Standard (British Standard
Institution, 2011):
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

f)

g)

h)
i)

j)
k)
l)

A PAS may be considered for further development as a British Standard, or of a European or
International Standard.
It is recommended to minimize the impact upon the natural environment when designing UEEE and
WEEE for reuse
The PAS 141 aims to:
Encourage the reuse of WEEE
Reduce the amount of WEEE sent to landfill and incineration
Provide a framework for consumers and manufacturers
Deter illegal export of WEEE
Provide a tool for identifying REEE
The Standard is based on the WEEE Directive (The European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union, 2012) and uses the same definitions as in the above mentioned Directive.
To prepare for the reuse process, the text suggests to:
Identify which equipment are suitable for reuse (depending on the market, contamination, data
protection, technology improvements)
Respect the local environmental policies
During the reuse process, the handling phase is considered as delicate:
Damage to the WEEE and its components should be avoided. Consequently, the products need
to be protected
Each piece of equipment should be uniquely identified and tracked through the preparing for
reuse process
UEEE, WEEE and REEE should be segregated and stored based on several criteria (such as
untested and tested, destined for reuse, recycling or disposal, equipment type and (nonhazardous waste)
The preparation for reuse itself contains a list of criteria such as:
Visual inspection list
Safety check
Respect of the product function
Data eradication
Software update
Documented disassembly process
Repair (attention must be carried on the OEM warranty, component replacement and the
retesting)
The next phase request the cleaning of the product
Consequently, the product can be classified as REEE or WEEE but records need to be retained for 4
years and important information transferred on a ‘reuse label’ to inform the consumer on the different
phase the product had to pass through. Furthermore, the product will be covered by a warranty of at
least 28 days.
The export of the products for reuse should be done in accordance with the Basel Convention
Any piece of equipment classified as WEEE shall be assigned for recycling or other recovery or
disposal.
Records must be kept for a minimum of 4 years and shall be made available to the customers.
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m) Finally, the reuse manufacturer can be helped with a check list for the visual inspection to sort the
products during the reuse preparation process.

2.4.2

RESEARCH QUESTION 1

The research question 1 was formulated as following in the introduction of the thesis:
Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in t he European Union’s
literature?

2.4.3

DISCUSSION

The BSI 141:2011 Standard aims to prepare EEE consumer products for reuse and can be included in the
“prevention” category on the top of the pyramid related in Figure 3: Ecodesign strategies and the waste
hierarchy .
It is clear that this standard only prepares EEE consumer products for reuse and does not give any guidelines
for practitioners such as product designers. As already observed in the European Union’s literature (especially
in the MEErP (Kemna, et al., 2011), which contributes to the creation of a methodology allowing evaluating
whether and to which extent various energy‐using products fulfil certain criteria that make them eligible for
implementing measures under the Ecodesign Directive), this document suggests reuse as a mean to reduce
waste and recondition components (and possibly recycling after the reuse process). Yet, no practical guidelines,
principles, suggestions or requirements are defined to help the designers to design for reuse.
Industrial product designers need a clear “design for reuse” principles approach in order to design new
products according to specific criteria which will help to the reuse process at the end of use-stage. Therefore,
in Chapter 3, the researcher will establish a list of design for reuse principles essentially based on the literature
reviewed at 2.1.
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2.5 Chapter conclusion
In this chapter, the main focus of the thesis was discussed. The researcher reviewed the scanned literature;
grey literature provided essentially by the European Union and several other organizations such as the British
Standard Institution, and academic and scientific literature which contributed to the researcher’s knowledge on
various topics such as ecodesign, reuse, disassembly, remanufacturing, EoL options and standardization.
As a consequence, the researcher was able to determine relevant key words to set the scope boundaries in the
field of “reuse”. The terms “remanufacture” and “recycling” were judged to be beyond the scope of the thesis.
Next, a deep analysis of the BSI PAS141:2011Standard was conducted and lead the researcher to several
observations. The research then considered the first research question:
Does the PAS 141:2011 Standard address reuse as described in the European Union’s
literature?
The most important information is that the PAS141 Standard actually prepares already used EEE products for
reuse. However, it does not prepare EEE consumer products at design stage, i.e. the PAS 141:2011 Standard
does not provides design for reuse principles and thereby does not provide any help for product designer.
Based on the previous literature review, the author was able to answer unambiguously “Yes, this recent
Standard addresses reuse as related in the European Union’s literature”. However, the role of the designer
remains relatively vague and the PAS 141 Standard does not provide design insights for professionals. The
research question number 1 was answered but as this answer is not considered as satisfying, design principles
for reuse must be settled.
Therefore, it was decided to establish a “design for reuse” principles list for practitioners in order to give a
better understanding to professionals and to anticipate the likely expectations of the European Union in terms
of reuse. These DRP will be established on the basis of literature and discussed in the next chapter.
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3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR
REUSE
As a consequence to the discussion of the RQ1, there is a need to set a DRP list. This list will be created
following relevant literature, as explained in section 3.1. Furthermore, legislative elements are briefly
summarized. Next, design features are listed and a final DRP list is displayed. Moreover, the second research
question on the potential identification of strengths and weaknesses in terms of reuse is discussed. Finally, the
conclusion of the chapter provides an overview of the accomplished work in this section.
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3.1 Methodology
Two elements are important for the setup of the design for reuse principles list:
-

The legislative restrictions
The design features

As previously mentioned (in section 2.2), the scope in the field of reuse focuses on direct reuse, PSS and
repair/refurbishment.
Direct reuse requires an adequate business model more than any design changes since it covers items used by a
customer following the first use without prior repair operations (Pigosso, et al., 2009).
On the contrary, the Product sharing, renting or leasing models need several system design changes compared
to a traditional design since the company provides guarantees and after sale services as long as the contracts’
validity. The service provider typically takes responsibility for supplying, maintaining, taking back and recycling
products. Service strategies are systems of products, services, supporting networks and infrastructure designed
to be competitive, to satisfy customer needs and have lower environmental impact than traditional business
models (Roy, 2000).
Finally, refurbishment is the restoration of products to working order, although with possible loss of quality
(Pigosso, et al., 2009).
Product service systems (sharing, renting, leasing) and refurbishment implies that products must be able to be
disassembled when necessary, with reduced effort. Therefore, a DRP list is developed based on Design for
Disassembly insights. Those insights are both provided by grey, academic and scientific literature
with as consequence, a combination of various sources which are sometimes overlapping. Those features will
be simplified and summarized at 3.3 where the final list will be displayed.
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3.2 Legislation
As previously stated, the upcoming legislation will be more restrictive for product designers. Ardente &
Mathieux, published in their third report of the first phase of the project “Integration of resource efficiency and
waste management criteria in the implementing measure under the Ecodesign Directive” (Ardente, et al., 2011)
a table showing the potential requirements of the revision of the Ecodesign Directive (Table 2). Among these
requirements, n°7 on “Manual disassembly of the key components” particularly caught the attention of the
researcher. Disassembly clearly remains as a primary focus for authorities in order to enhance EoL options.
Besides, the other legislative requirements are provided and offer a clear overview to the reader.
As already stated at 2.1.1, the author highly advises the designer to browse the following directives and

TABLE 2: POTENTIAL ECODESIGN REQUIREMENTS (ARDENTE, ET AL., 2011)

regulations in order to comply with the legislation:
-

ELV Directive (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2000) and
(European Commission, 2005)
Regulation on shipment of waste (The European Parliament and the Council of the European
Union, 2006)
REACH Regulation (European Commission, 2006)
The Ecodesign Directive (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union,
2009)
The RoHS Directive (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2011)
The WEEE Directive (The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2012)
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3.3 Design principles list
The researcher went through the reviewed literature and found several design features lists to enhance
disassembly and consequently, reuse.

3.3.1

OBJECTIVES OF D FD
a)

Respect the distance specification (which can vary between two components of the products,
given some components must be next to each other, e.g. to reduce the wiring cost) (Takeuchi &
Saitou, 2005)
b) Efficient use of locators (the locators can be potentially added on each component to constrain
its relative motion) (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
c) Maximise the profit of disassembly (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
d) The maximisation of the mass fraction of the retrieved components must be set as objective
functions (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
e) Reduce the complexity of disassembly by the use of assembly technologies compatible with
standard practices (Harjula, et al., 1996)

3.3.2

CONSTRAINTS
a)
b)
c)
d)

No overlap of components (physical feasibility) (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
No unfixed components prior to disassembly (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
Satisfaction of the contact function (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
Assembleability of components (ensuring all components can be assembled) (Takeuchi & Saitou,
2005)
e) Accessibility to the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
f) Positioning of the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
g) Time requested (Desai & Mital, 2003)

3.3.3

B EFORE DESIGN STAGE

Use a hierarchy of disassembly related to the expected life span of the components (Harjula, et al., 1996)

3.3.4

DESIGN FEATURES

3.3.4.1

C ONNECTORS

a)
b)
c)
d)

3.3.4.2

Use chemical bonds weaker than the parts being connected (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Use a minimum of different types of connectors (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Minimize the use of tools and use of push / pull processes (Desai & Mital, 2003)
Emphasize the recognisability of disassembly points (Desai & Mital, 2003)

MATERIALS

a)

Make unseparable subassemblies from the same material (Harjula, et al., 1996) and increase the
number of common materials (Desai & Mital, 2003)
b) Avoid secondary finishes and coating where possible (Harjula, et al., 1996)
c) Minimize the use of toxic materials (Desai & Mital, 2003)

3.3.4.3

C OMPONENTS AND P ARTS

a)

Use a minimum of wearing parts, i.e. that need to be replaced or repaired frequently (Harjula, et
al., 1996)
b) Use components sized for handling (Harjula, et al., 1996)
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3.3.4.4
a)
b)
c)
d)

3.3.4.5

A CCESSIBILITY
Separate the frame from the components (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Maximize the accessibility by positioning the components adequately (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Simplify the product structure (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Optimize the spatial alignment between various components to facilitate disassembly without
jeopardizing assembleability, functinality and structural soundness (Desai & Mital, 2003)

I DENTIFICATION

Provide permanent identification of material types such as barcodes (Harjula, et al., 1996)

3.3.5 DURING DISASSEMBLY
a) Provide means of handling during disassembly (Harjula, et al., 1996)
b) Provide realistic tolerances to allow movements during disassembly (Harjula, et al., 1996)
c) Minimize the use of force during disassembly (Desai & Mital, 2003)

3.3.6 I NDULGING MANPOWER
a)

Minimize the size and the shape of the components for handling during disassembly (Desai &
Mital, 2003)
b) Minimize the weight of the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
c) Design following a specific frequency of disassembly tasks (Desai & Mital, 2003)
d) Foresee the postural requirements of the disassembly tasks (Desai & Mital, 2003)
e) Minimize the requested manpower for the dismantling (Desai & Mital, 2003)
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3.4 Chapter conclusion
First, a large literature review taught the author various legislative requirements which were all summarized at
2.1.1and 3.2. Nevertheless, the legislation evolves every day and it is the designer’s role to remain alert to any
changes. Furthermore, all the proposed European Union’s amendments and revisions are subject to
probationary periods where all the stakeholders can mention their expectations and doubts. As the researcher
provided a clear summary of the most important legislative documents for product designers, it can be stated
that this part of the design principles is fulfilled.
Secondly, the researcher proposed an extended DRP list useful for a wide variety of products. This list ensures
that most of the relevant design factors for reuse are taken into account.
Finally, the following list provides an overview of the different tasks the designers must accomplish to design for
reuse:
a) Comply with the current legislation
b) Define the target of the reuse strategy (focus on B2C or B2B)
c) Do not estimate the cost of the reuse process without considering the recovery rate
of materials. The real value of the material is not its price but its availability on the
market
d) Create a viable business model and estimate the lifetime of the product (with
adequate warranty)
e) Comply with registration and licensing requirements for EoL products
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Part II
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
This section of the thesis focuses on the practical side of the research. The previously established DPR list will
be compared with a case study provided by Philips Consumer Lifestyle. Following the insights gathered in the
literature, the author will disassemble the used product, analyse its disassembly process and observe the
components which may contain valuable materials. Next, the product will be re-assembled and the enlightened
difficulties and design errors will be compared to the DRP list. Finally, the DRP will be briefly assessed on their
potential relevance for the identification of the strengths and weaknesses of the product in terms of reuse.
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4. CASE STUDY
The researcher will compare the DRP list established in the previous chapter with the case study provided by
Philips Consumer Lifestyle, a Saeco Nina Plus Bar Grey RI 9357/01 coffee machine. The coffee machine will be
disassembled and a comparison with the recommendations of the DPR list will be made on the difficulty of
disassembly. Once disassembled, the research will also contain an overview of the materials value potential of
the product. To conclude, the case study outcomes will be discussed and RQ2 will be answered, which
assesses the potential ability of the DRP list to facilitate the identification of the strengths and weaknesses of
the product in terms of reuse will be answered.
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4.1 Description of the provided consumer product
4.1.1

T HE NINA P LUS B AR
GREY RI9357/01

Philips Consumer Lifestyle, a company associated to
this project, provided a small EEE consumer product
(a Saeco Nina Plus Bar Grey RI9357/01) to the
researcher in order to compare the product with the
design for reuse principles in a practical case study.
This coffee machine is designed for brewing 1 or 2
cups of espresso coffee. A “cappuccinatore” is
provided to offer stream ejection and hot water
dispensing to the consumer. Moreover, the
cappuccinatore can be replaced with the “pannarello”
when the user wants to froth the milk by adding
steam in the coffee. The front side machine controls
use easy-to-read symbols to describe the possible
functions. The machine is dedicated for household
use only and is not adapted for professional use.
(Saeco International Group S.p.A., 2009).

4.1.2

FIGURE 5: SAECO NINA PLUS BAR GREY RI9357/01
(KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V., 2013)

T ECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The technical specifications described below are provided by the manufacturer (Koninklijke Philips Electronics
N.V., 2013). Technical plans and information were also furnished to contribute to the researcher’s analysis and
will be deeply examined in section 4.4.

4.1.2.1

I NCLUDED FEATURES

-

Compatible with Brita filter
Cupholder
Pressurized filerholder
Hot water / Steam nozzle
Soft touch interface buttons
Suitable for Kit Pods (coffee pods)
Simultaneous brewing

4.1.2.2

P RINCIPAL MATERIALS

-

4.1.2.3
-

4.1.2.4
-

Materials and finishing: ABS
Boiler material: Stainless steel

T ECHNICAL DATA
Power: 1050W
Pump pressure: 15 bar
Water tank capacity 1,5l

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (L x D x H): 270 x 300 x 340 mm
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4.1.3

CASE STUDY CHOICE REQUIREMENTS

For the success of the case study, it was important to choose a product of which the researcher had no
preliminary knowledge. The purpose of this requirement is to put the researcher in the position of a consumer
willing to disassemble an EEE consumer product for repair or refurbishment. By designing for consumers, the
disassembly and reassembly tasks should be facilitated for EoL professionals.
With the analysis of a random product, the previously gathered knowledge will be compared to a real case
study. To produce the most relevant outcome, the researcher only gave a few conditions to Philips:
-

-

-

Provide a relatively small household product; it is important for the research to be able to
analyse the product without omitting any part of it. An omission could happen due to lack of time
or logistic issues
The product must belong to the EEE category, i.e. “equipment which is dependent on electric
currents or electromagnetic fields in order to work properly…” as defined in the WEEE Directive 2012
(The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, 2012); the reason for this
requirement is the difficulty for such households to find a suitable option which guarantees an
environment-friendly EoL (especially because of the printed circuit boards included in such
devices)
Furnish access to technical information in order to identify the possible disassembly issues
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4.2 Goals of the case study
To enhance “design for reuse”, it has been established in section 2.2 that design for disassembly is crucial. The
disassemblability of a product can be influenced by several parameters such as the costs and the time (Ardente,
et al., 2011). Consequently, to present an economically sound product for reuse, the disassembly performance
must be improved.
As design for reuse principles were previously established based on design for disassembly guidelines, the case
study product will be disassembled, analysed and reassembled in order to compare its outcome with the DRP
list established in the previous chapter.

4.2.1

E ASE OF DISASSEMBLY

By disassembling the Nina coffee machine, the researcher aims to identify the features which complicate the
disassembly process of the product and thereby restrict its reuse potential. The purpose is to disassemble the
product without prior knowledge like any consumer could perform it. By the identification of the disassembly
difficulties, the researcher will be able to suggest possible improvements based on the DRP established in the
previous chapter.

4.2.2

E ASE OF REASSEMBLY

As the researcher will reassemble the product in order to test it, other difficulties will be faced, e.g. broken
fasteners or components assembly requiring the addition of glue. Those observations will lead the author to
answer the second research question assessing the potential ability of the DRP list to facilitate the identification
of the strengths and the weaknesses in terms of reuse.

4.2.3

T EST AFTER REASSEMBLY

After reassembly, a test will be performed to provide a comparison between the new Nina coffee machine
furnished by Philips Consumer Lifestyle and the reassembled coffee machine. This test will determine whether
the disassembly and reassembly processes impacted the device functions positively or negatively.

4.2.4

COMPARISON WITH THE DESIGN FOR REUSE PRINCIPLES
LIST

By contrasting the case study outcome with the DRP, the researcher expects to answer the second research
question which aims to determine if the DRP list potentially assists the designer to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of a product in terms of reuse.

4.2.5

I DENTIFICATION OF VALUABLE MATERIALS FOR REUSE

Finally, the case study also represents a chance to identify the materials constituting each of the device’s
elements. The parts and components’ materials will be listed and then be confronted with the CRM’s list
published by the European Commission (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010) in Chapter 5.
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4.3 Methodology
The Nina coffee machine has been provided as-new for
the case study. Consequently, the product needs first
to be used in order to place the researcher in the
conditions of a product which reached the end of its
first use, as defined by the Ecodesign Directive (The
European Parliament and the Council of the European
Union, 2009).
To perform the analysis of the case study, the
researcher will follow a specific methodology. First, the
Nina coffee machine will be used according to the
information provided in the instructions manual of the
product. During this phase, the researcher will take all
the relevant parameters into account in such a way a
comparison can be displayed at the end of the case
study analysis.
Next, the Saeco device will be disassembled into the
smallest possible parts. A non-destructive approach will
be applied as the goal is to obtain a visual overview of
all the disassembled parts. Moreover, this disassembly
strategy can be supported by the use of the “Pareto”
principle which states that, for many events, roughly
80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes.
Additionally, the technical plans provided by Philips CL
to ensure a better overview of the different parts and
components will be used.
After disassembly, the parts and components will be
identified and listed as suggested in several
methodologies such as the “Reverse fishbone diagram”
(Ishii & Lee, 1995) or the “Selective disassembly
sequencing” (Kara, et al., 2006). This list will
subsequently be used to estimate the potential material
value included in the product.

FIGURE 6: CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY

Once analysed, the product components will be reassembled. The purpose of this phase is to determine to
which extent uninitiated persons are able to restore a product in working order.
Finally, the product will be tested after disassembly and reassembly in order to compare the parameters
measured beforehand. The outcome of this test will provide insights on the disassembly and reassembly
complexity of the product.
Because of the exploratory nature of the research, no relevant methodology was found in accordance to the
topic of the case study; i.e. disassembly for reuse. In fact, no disassembly for repair/refurbish methods could be
discovered. The few relevant articles on design for repair solely provide insights on general repair processes
and traceability or on general principles to design for repair. Besides, the disassembly literature only considers
disassembly process as a mean to prepare the products for recycling, i.e. total disassembly. In contrast,
disassembly for reuse focuses on deficient parts and total disassembly is therefore not relevant.
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This lack of literature can be due to confidentiality issues given that companies do not want to provide crucial
information to their competitors by tolerating their products’ disassembly. Furthermore, as this research is
exploratory, no relevant literature exists which could provide guidelines to the researcher. Consequently, the
author based his test methodology on the most relevant parameters and functions and will disassemble the
product until all the parts could be visible, keeping in mind the entire products will be reassembled.

4.3.1

CONDITIONS BEFORE TEST 1/2

To test the coffee machine, the researcher used the Product Evaluation Laboratory, designed to support
research in the Product Innovation Management department of the Delft University of Technology. The
facilities provided in the lab are in line with educational and research requirements (Delft University of
Technology, 2013).
This lab was chosen by the researcher because it provides a location under constant conditions for recording.
The events produced in the lab can be recorded several hours in a row by two cameras and microphones.
Those conditions perfectly fit the requirements for the disassembly, analysis and reassembly processes of the
Nina coffee machine. As a consequence, the different phases of the disassembly and the decisions taken by the
researchers are available on video.
Finally, the ambient conditions will be measured in order to be compared with the data collected from the
coffee machine after reassembly. The date, time and ambient temperature will be therefore carefully taken into
account.

4.3.2

T EST BEFORE DISASSEMBLY (1/2)

Before the disassembly process, a quick test will be conducted to measure relevant parameters which will be
compared with the data gathered after reassembly. During this test, the following functions of the machine
(from 4.3.2.1 to 4.3.2.12) will be evaluated on several criteria (listed under each function).

4.3.2.1

O N - OFF SWITCH

The switch puts the coffee machine on tension. Therefore, the following evaluation criteria are considered
relevant:
-

4.3.2.2

Performs function correctly
Button lighting
Task start time
Task completion time
Total task time

WATER TANK

The water tank provides water supply. Only one evaluation criterion is considered relevant:
-

Performs function correctly

4.3.2.3

C ONTROL PANEL

The control panel controls the different functions electronically. Therefore, the following evaluation criteria are
considered relevant:
-

Performs function correctly
Button lighting
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4.3.2.4

S INGLE COFFEE BREW BUTTON

The single coffee button brews 1 cup of coffee. Therefore, the following evaluation criteria are considered
relevant:
-

4.3.2.5

Performs function correctly
Button lighting
Task start time
Task completion time
Total task time
Temperature

D OUBLE COFFEE

BREW BUTTON

The double coffee button brews 2 cups of coffee. As this function uses the exact same procedure as the “Single
coffee brew button”, the researcher decided not to perform a test on this feature.

4.3.2.6

H OT WATER BUTTON

The hot water button provides hot water. Therefore, the following evaluation criteria are considered relevant:
-

Performs function correctly
Button lighting
Temperature

As the quantity of hot water poured depends on the user, no task time criteria will be taken into account.

4.3.2.7

S TEAM BUTTON

The steam button provides steam. Therefore, the following evaluation criteria are considered relevant:
-

Performs function correctly
Button lighting
Temperature

As the quantity of steam depends on the user, no task time criteria will be taken into account.

4.3.2.8

H OT WATER / STEAM KNOB

The hot water / steam knob directs the stream of water / steam to the right output. Only one evaluation
criterion is considered relevant:
-

4.3.2.9

Performs function correctly

C APPUCCIONATORE

The cappuccinatore provides hot water or steams milk into cream to offer a cappuccino. Therefore, the
following evaluation criteria are considered relevant:
-

Performs task
Button lighting
Task start time
Task completion time (according to the appreciation of the user)
Total task time
Temperature
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4.3.2.10

P ANNARELLO

The pannarello provides hot water or froths the milk to offer a foamed coffee. Therefore, the following
evaluation criteria are considered relevant:
-

4.3.2.11

Performs task
Button lighting
Task start time
Task completion time (according to the appreciation of the user)
Total task time
Temperature

P RESSURIZED PORTFILTER

This item keeps coffee under pressure and filters water. Only one evaluation criterion is considered relevant:
-

4.3.2.12

Performs function correctly

D RIP TRAY

The drip tray collects the dripping issued from the portfilter. It also collects residues from the cappuccinatore
and the pannarello when those items are directed above the tray. Only one evaluation criterion is considered
relevant:
-

4.3.3

Performs function correctly (does not leak)

DISASSEMBLY

To prepare the disassembly task, the researcher will spread the technical plans of the Nina coffee machine on a
table. In doing so, the identification of the components and parts of the device will be facilitated. Moreover, it
offers an overview of the disassembled parts which will simplify the reassembly process. Likewise, important
legal, academic and scientific literature will be displayed in the PEL room to provide direct assistance in case the
researcher needs specific information.
During disassembly, the researcher will be assisted by Tim Visser, graduating as Industrial Design Engineer at
the Delft University of Technology on a research for the compliance of a TP Vision LED display device to the
future Ecodesign Directive requirements.
The total time for disassembly will be measured to compare with the time spent for the reassembly task.
The purpose of this phase of the case study is to disassemble the Saeco device into the smallest possible parts
until all the parts can be visible. A non-destructive approach will be used. At each disassembly stage, pictures
will be taken to keep records of the specific location of each parts and components. This approach will also
facilitate the reassembly of the product.
As explained in the introduction in section 4.3, no relevant methodology was found on disassembly for reuse.
Consequently, the author based his research process on the most relevant parameters and functions and will
disassemble the product until all the device parts are visible, keeping in mind the entire products will be
reassembled. Nevertheless, special attention will be paid to fasten methods given the importance they have on
the disassembly process, as mentioned at 3.3.4.1 and in the first JRC report of the first phase giving a review of
resource-efficiency and end-of-life requirement (Ardente, et al., 2011).
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4.3.4

P ARTS AND COMPONENTS IDENTIFICATION LIST

Once disassembled, the parts and components will be displayed on their respective printed technical plan. As
mentioned at 4.3.3, the technical plans and their related items will be exposed on a table aside of the product’s
disassembly spot.
Given each technical plan provided by Philips is numbered; the researcher will list all the parts and components
according to their respective item code. The listing methodology is based on the dBOM list proposed by the
JRC in the second report of the first phase (Ardente, et al., 2011). As recommended in the report’s dBOM case
study, the materials will also be mentioned in this list.
Furthermore, as suggested by the JRC report on EoL requirements (Ardente, et al., 2011), the researcher will
use a graphical representation of the assembly to gather insights on the disassemblability of the product. As this
research is untypical, the author needs to create his own methods to gather data and will therefore base the
graphical representation of the Nina coffee machine assembly on the “Reverse fishbone diagram” (Ishii & Lee,
1995) and on the “Selective Disassembly Sequencing” (Kara, et al., 2006). Nevertheless, given those methods
will only serve as a basis, the principles used by Ishii & Lee and Kara, et al. will not be strictly respected by the
author.

4.3.5

REASSEMBLY

Finally, the Nina Bar machine will be reassembled using the same process as for the disassembly phase. As the
different parts and components have already been identified, this task is supposed to be easier for the
researchers. The pictures taken at each stage of the disassembly phase will be carefully scrutinized in order to
replace each item at its right location and determine whether the reassembly can be considered as intuitive.
Yet, some part or components may be difficult to reintroduce in the device if they have been damaged during
the disassembly process or if the fastener is not reusable.
Furthermore, the time for the reassembly process will be measured to compare with the time spent during the
disassembly task.

4.3.6

CONDITIONS BEFORE TEST 2/2

The functional test of the Nina coffee machine will take place in another location since the reassembly will not
be performed by a professional and may therefore represent a risk as water and electricity are involved in the
test. Consequently, the researcher will conduct he test in the “Practicum Modelbouw en Bewerkingen” of the
Delft University of Technology. The PMB is the workshop where models and prototypes are built by the future
TU Delft engineers and offers enough security guarantees to perform the test.
The ambient conditions will be measured in order to compare with the data collected from the coffee machine
test before disassembly. The date, time and ambient temperature will be taken into account.

4.3.7

T EST AFTER REASSEMBLY (2/2)

After the reassembly process, a quick test will be conducted to measure relevant parameters which will be
compared to the device’s functions performance before disassembly. During this test, the same functions as
from 4.3.2.1 to 4.3.2.12 will be evaluated on the same criteria (listed under each function).
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4.4 Case study outcome
With the assistance of Tim Visser, the researchers have tested, disassembled and reassembled the Nina coffee
machine provided by Philips CL. The outcome of this analysis is provided in the next pages.

4.4.1

E ASE OF DISASSEMBLY

One of the major objectives of the case study analysis is to determine whether a random EEE consumer device
is designed to facilitate the disassembly process after use-stage and could thereby be (partly) reused as stated in
section 2.2. Therefore, the Nina coffee machine has been disassembled until all the pieces of the device could
be visible. This does not mean that all the components were disassembled since it did not seem essential to the
author to adopt a destructive approach to obtain a deeper analysis of the disassemblability of the espresso
machine. In total, the researchers took 1 hour and 44 minutes to disassemble the device.
To facilitate the reader’s overview of the disassembly of the Nina coffee machine, two figures are provided; i.e.
Figure 7, mapping of the different parts disassembled and their designation and Figure 8, providing an overview
of the different parts disassembled and photographed. In the appendix 3, the reader may also find all the
pictures taken during the disassembly process. Furthermore, the video recorded during the entire process can
be found on request to the author or to the Delft University of Technology.
In Figure 7, the researcher mapped the disassembled components using a backbone inspired by the “Reverse
Fishbone Diagram” method (Ishii & Lee, 1995) and the “Selective Disassembly Sequencing” method (Kara, et
al., 2006) which proposes an interesting interrelated diagram to illustrate the disassembly sequences. The major
axis, in dark green is composed by three major components; i.e. the casing, the portfilter assembly, and the
body top assembly. The light green marks express the physical links between the other parts of the device.
Between two components, the fastening / sealing method is mentioned in red (if relevant) and the items linked
by the wiring network to the printed circuit board (PCB) are indicated by a red arrow. Furthermore, the green
arrows may refer to the employment of a sealant inside a particular piece or the application of a plastic film
adhering on the surface of a specific item or even the use of weldings between two parts.
As previously mentioned, the researchers took 1 hour and 44 minutes to disassemble the espresso machine.
The author grouped the disassembled items following the time they needed to be disassembled. Consequently,
the elements disassembled during the first quarter of the test are highlighted in yellow. The second (orange),
the third (red), the fourth (purple), the fifth (light blue), the sixth (deep blue) and the seven (green) quarters
have each a specific colour. The different colour zones must provide an overview of the sequences instinctively
used by the researchers during disassembly. As a consequence, the difficulty to reach several components can
be emphasized.
The areas remaining in white were not disassembled since it did not seem essential to the author to adopt a
destructive approach to obtain a deeper analysis of the disassemblability of the espresso machine.
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FIGURE 7: (DIS)ASSEMBLY MAP OF THE SAECO NINA PLUS BAR

Figure 8 provides an overview of the different photographed parts of the espresso machine. This diagram
follows the same logical path used in Figure 7 as the three main components are highlighted. The pictures must
illustrate the different pieces and contribute to the reader’s representation of the Saeco espresso machine. All
the pictures taken during the case study are available in the appendix 3.
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FIGURE 8: (DIS)ASSEMBLY PICTURES DIAGRAM OF THE SAECO NINA PLUS BAR
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4.4.1.1

T HE CASING

The casing is the major component since each of the items which constitute the assembly is related to it. If the
casing is not correctly disassembled, the operator will not be able to reach the core of the machine and
consequently the most interesting materials.
The casing protects the sensible organs of the device from external elements such as water. The inner wiring
network is established inside the casing and will not be reached by any pollutants as long as the user respects
the instructions provided by the manufacturer.
As for the fastening methods, 2 screws are maintaining the left and right sides of the casing (11007738) onto
the main structure (casing P234 - 11005785). The upper casing (11005828) is fixed onto the main structure
with two more screws. Both the upper casing and the casing sides are fastened with two other screws passing
through the main structure. In total, 6 screws must be removed to access the core of the coffee machine.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 have been extracted from the technical plans of the main structure and the casing sides
respectively to provide a better overview of those key components to the reader. All the technical plans
provided by Saeco International via Philips Consumer Lifestyle are available in appendix 4.

FIGURE 9: SIDES OF THE CASING
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2007)

(SAECO

FIGURE
10:
MAIN
STRUCTURE
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2007)
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(SAECO

4.4.1.2

T HE ASSEMBLY BODY TOP

The body top assembly (11001462) is a crucial item in the assembly since several vital components are grafted
on its shape; the resistor (11001002), the temperature sensors (12000872), the safety valve (11004689)
providing the water pumped (12000833) out from the water tank, the hot water tap (4332050000) and the
water / stream knob (11005799) which directs the flow to the portfilter’s shower or the hot water tap.
Figure 11 shows the body top on which the above mentioned components are affixed. To reach this part, the
researchers had many difficulties. The body top is bolted together with the portfilter assembly (11005078) on
the boiler support (11005070, illustrated in Figure 12) which is itself fastened by 4 screws on the main
structure (casing P234). The sensors, resistor and all the other parts depending on this component are
consequently hardly accessible and will cost a lot of time to be disassembled.

FIGURE
12:
ASSEMBLY
BODY
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2008)

TOP

(SAECO

FIGURE
11:
BOILER
SUPPORT
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2006)

(SAECO

As there is a great chance that sensible components such as the resistor or the water pump wear more rapidly
that the other parts which are not performing task functions, those parts should be more accessible in order to
replace them quickly, without incurring excessive costs due to disassembly time. For instance, the researchers
experienced many difficulties to remove the water pump from the boiler support.
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4.4.1.3

T HE PORTFILTER ASSEMBLY

The portfilter assembly (11005078, illustrated in Figure 13) is essentially composed by the lower boiler
assembly (11004588, illustrated in Figure 14) and its valve (11000996). This part is relatively easy to
disassemble as almost no fastener is used (only one for the “shower” 110014741). Nevertheless, as previously
mentioned for other key elements, this part of the assembly is very difficult to access beforehand, especially
because it requires the disassembly of the body top to be reached. However, given that no functional task
other than pressurising water is performed by this component, and given the unlikeliness of a part wearing out
rapidly, the author assumes that the attention should be focused on the body top assembly described at 4.4.1.2.

FIGURE
13:
PORTFILTER
ASSEMBLY
INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2006)

FIGURE 14: LOW BOILER ASSEMBLY
(SAECO INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2006)

(SAECO
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4.4.2

E ASE OF REASSEMBLY

To reassemble the Nina Bar espresso machine, the researchers took 1 hour 33 minutes, i.e. approximately 10
minutes less than during the disassembly process.
The researchers were able to reassemble the entire device without leaving any unknown element apart due to
a good organization. The parts and components of the Nina espresso machine were displayed on the technical
plans spread on the PEL lab table. Using this process, the researchers have been able to reassemble the device
without facing important difficulties.

FIGURE 15: PLANS AND PARTS DISPLAYED TO IMPROVE THE REASSEMBLY PROCESS.

As each step of the disassembly process was recorded and photographed, the researchers were able to
reassemble the device. However, it is important to notice that it took almost as much time for the disassembly
and for the reassembly phases of the coffee machine. This can be explained by the fact that the researchers do
not possess any prior knowledge of the Saeco Nina Bar and that each reassembly step had to be carefully
verified before being performed. Therefore, it can be stated that the reassembly task was not intuitive.
As a consequence, the reassembly of the case study can be considered as difficult. It is likely that the device was
designed to facilitate easy assembly, thereby reducing the assembly time and consequently its costs. Yet, this
does not mean that the product was designed to enhance intuitive assembly. It also can be stated that efforts
have been made to facilitate the disassembly process but it is the author’s opinion that those improvements
were made to comply with the legislation in terms of EoL requirements rather than to improve the disassembly
efficiency.
In conclusion, the (re)assembly process is not considered as intuitive and the disassembly process must be
considered at early design stage to produce a real impact on the final product’s design.
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4.4.3

T EST OUTCOME

The test and its outcomes are available in the appendix 5. Only the discussion of test outcome is displayed
below.
First, it must be noticed that the case study device does not operate correctly anymore after reassembly.
Consequently, some conclusions may already be drawn on the entire case study.
The researchers disassembled the case study until the device’s parts were visible. Although the disassembly
process did not seem complicated, it remained time consuming. It means that the Nina coffee machine is
relatively easy to disassemble but requires a lot of time to access the most valuable components. This fact leads
to the observation that the case study provided by Philips was most probably designed to enhance assembly
without taking into account any disassembly considerations.
There are several reasons for which Saeco has interest not to design their products for disassembly:
-

-

-

Design for disassembly means that the disassembly process is facilitated. As manufacturer, there
is no interest to facilitate the disassembly process since it will give the consumers an opportunity
to repair / refurbish old household devices. Consequently, there is a high risk that the second
hand markets’ sales rates increase and that, at the same time, proper sales dramatically slump.
Even if a consumer can disassemble the device, there is no guarantee that spare parts can be
found easily. The establishment of such a spare parts network is expensive and complicated. It is
therefore easier for a company to control the market by sending defective devices back to a
common repair facility.
Easy disassembly also represents an access to the intellectual property and patented components
for competitors. It is therefore very unlikely for companies to provide such an easy access.
For the moment, it is far more profitable to enhance assembly compared with disassembly. This
trend could be reversed in the next decade due to legislative requirements and supply issues.

To solve the disassembly issue and the loss of valuable material, disassembly must be enhanced. At the same
time, the business opportunity must be guaranteed in order to keep the sale rate constant. Therefore, special
fasteners which could be removed at EoL only by the concerned company within a very short time may
represent a great opportunity.
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4.4.4

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

To optimize the disassembly process, it is important to identify all the parts and pieces which are taken apart
(Harjula, et al., 1996). Therefore, the researcher used the technical plans provided by the manufacturer to list
all the subassemblies, parts and fasteners as well as their description when available. In order to facilitate the
designation of the parts and components, it was decided to work with the item codes provided on the Saeco
technical plans.

4.4.4.1

P HILIPS AND SAECO DOCUMENTS

The researcher benefited from Philips Consumer Lifestyle’s support which provided the technical plans and the
BOM list of the Saeco Nina Bar Plus espresso machine. The different technical plans are available in the
appendix 4 and the BOM table in the appendix 5.
Furthermore, the BOM list of the Nina espresso machine has been provided by Philips later during the
research. Although this document gave a better overview of the different materials used in the device, it did
not mention several material specifications found in the technical plans and by the researcher.
Several examples of information gaps or errors were noticed in the BOM. For instance, the material used in
the “Clamps 12000892” is designated as “steel” in the BOM list and as “Steel Inox 1.4301” in the technical
plans. In reality, the above mentioned clamp is made of stainless steel “AISI 304” (X5CrNi18-10) (Granta
Design, 2012) as mentioned in the technical plans.
Another example illustrates the differences between the BOM list and technical plans; the “Two cups filter
NF08/005” and the “Valve spring EF0013” are both listed as “Stainless steel” in the BOM table when in fact, the
filters and the valve spring steel grades are designated “AISI 430” (X6Cr17) and “AISI 303” (X8CrNiS18-9)
respectively (Granta Design, 2012). Nevertheless, both documents were combined and used to establish the
best possible overview of the materials used in the Saeco Nina Bar.
Despite of the above mentioned differences, it is important to notice that the Saeco Nina Bar is an old product
which is not commercialized anymore. It is likely that the Nina espresso machine faced different redesign
phases during the manufacturing. It is therefore very complicated for a company to keep tracks of all the
material changes decided during the manufacturing.
Table 3, Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6, list the subassemblies, parts, wiring parts and fasteners respectively
which have been found by the researcher on the technical plans.
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Subassembly

Number

Material 1

Model

Front panel P234/E assembly +

Material 2

Material 3

Other info

PC Lexan 8010 + color

Film

11008824

Turbine D=1,2mm

12000781

Defond Pump

12000833

P234 PMMA Altuglas V825T + 0,09% white color

Pantone 8401C

PC film

Phoenix-50
A2P
Do Gaggia
Syncrony
Assembly Paranello

227431350

Compact Plastic G100 Balck

EPDM seal

108 silicone

Cappuccinatore connector
assembly

227910650

Loxeal 55-37 sealant

Filterholder New Generation
assembly

11010146

P234

Cappuccinatore spherical
assembly

222520550

Cappuccinatore spherical
assembly top

11001977

On-off bipolar swith
RFIT122C1N2X001
Safety valve

RoSH
5332004000
11004689

Thermo-engraved symbol

compliant

P0049
Antifriction expoxy

Assembly Anel. Porfilt. Cald.

adhesive

New Generation

11005078

Stainless steel

Alluminum

Resistor

11001002

P100424 Stainless Steel AISI 321

Upper casing cover P234

11005828

Swiss power cable

11008365

Power cable Schuko H05 Black

11007477

Lower boiler assembly

11004588

P100769

bushing

11001462

P100424

Assembly connector 9 poles

11007476

CA P234 Silicone 26 AWG Style 3132 Black

Loctite Hysol 9514

Silicone

Screw M4

P234 ABS - Lustran H950

PC Lexan M 6411

Printings

P234 PVC black

CuZnTin

P234 PVC black

CuZnTin

Assembly body top with

Assembly connector 3 poles
turbine P604
Sensor NTC
Thermoprotector 120°C cables
Wiring V3 P234/E Ass. 230V

11007192

CA Saeco
P604 Dosata

Weldings

PVC 24 AWG Style 1007

12000402
189201000
11009804

SIN026XH

TABLE 3: SAECO NINA PLUS BAR SUBASSEMBLIES
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Specification
ST01
Specification
ST01

Part
Seal V2 for filterholder New

Number

Model

Material 1

11013074

Black silicon 75 Shore FDA approved

Clamp D=9,6

12000892

Steel Inox Din 1,4301

Coupling hub

4332049000

Generation

NF08/005

Stainless steel AISI 430 sp.5/10

1 cup filter 5,5/6,5

11013073

Stainless steel AISI 430 sp.5/10

Valve spring
Cable clamp magic
ESPR/COMBI
Silicon tube

Leg
Tube steam lower chromate
145°C Thermostat with
terminal 4,8

146680101

PA Denyl 6 - natural
Super
Automatiche

1.4.762.28.5
AM0011/01

Cu-DHP Uni 5649 or P-CuZn37 Uni 4892

12000872

Pump support Type Ulka

149205850

Silicon REHAU 815072 FDA approved

Silicon 65 Sh +5 or EPDM 50 Sh A +5

0

11007904

Spring for knob

Stainless steel AISI 303 X10CrNiS1809

148600600

Spacer for drip tray P234

RoHS

P234/E

compliant

P234 ABS Novodur P2H-AT Grey Pantone 447C
Gomma-Rubber NBR 80 ShA Black

DM0814

Steel C70

Sealed

ORM 0850-30 Red color

12000087

Silicon Sh 70 FDA approved

Peroxide Silicone Tube

16000380

Peroxide Silicon

Vaporizer

11001000

Support boiler P236 steel

11005070

Screw for valve

11000996

P234 CuZn42-CW510L or P-CuZn40Pb2

Faucet shaft

11001003

SS boiler CuZn42-CW510L or P-CuZn40Pb2

Left and right side casing P234

11007738

Polyester / aramide yarn

P234 CuZn42-CW510L or P-CuZn40Pb2
Single
Starbucks

Steel EN 10327 : 2004 - Continuously hotdip coated strip and sheet of low carbon
steels for cold forming.

ABS Novodur P2H-AT Grey Pantone 447C
P234 or Pantone 7500C or ABS Novalca GP35
White F SPL N1246
11005885

Spring for valve container water

11003672

P0049 Stainless steel X12CrNi177

Insert for valve container water

11003673

P0049 ABS

Drip tray

11005786
11004543

Sensor support

11003514

Spring temp. Switches block

11000994

Water stream knob

11005799

Steam pipe mounting bracket

P234

PC Makrolon 2858 Orange Pantone T045-2-

Drivers ring P234

Packing box filter

P234
Boiler
P100769
Ass. Caldaia
Illy Ese

1

ABS Novodur P2H-AT Grey Pantone 447C
or ABS Novalca GP35 White F SPL N 1246
Silicone 80 shore FDA approved
PPA grivory HT1V-4 FWA Black 9225

P100424 Steel C67 galvanized
P234 PBT POCAN B1505 Grey Pantone 447C

4332055000

Stainless steel AISI 430

Connector

11000998

P234 CuZn42-CW510L or P-CuZn40Pb2

Casing P234

11005785

P234 ABS Novodur P2H-AT Grey Pantone 447C

Tap stream

11000995

P234 CuZn42-CW510L or P-CuZn40Pb2

Grate for drip tray P234

11005787

P234 ABS Novodur P2H-AT

Steam hose connection

4332050000

Printed ring with symbols

11007503

Valve for container water

11003671

Shower

11001471

Fork for tubes

9.011.144

Duckbill valve cover tank

11001298

Other info

PS Lacqurene 6541

EF0013

JS01.022

Material 3

PPA grivory HT1V-4 FWA Black 9225

2 cups filer
Coffee measure

Material 2

PA 66 Latamid H2 C 30
New single
boiler
P0049 EPDM 60 Sh
P100424 Stainless steel X8 Cr17 AISI 430
Stainless steel X12 Cr Ni 77 UNI 6900
P049 ABS

TABLE 4: SAECO NINA PLUS BAR PARTS
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Viscous low
silicone rubber

Part

Number

Model

Thermistor Epcos NTC

Material 2

Material 3

Protecting case - Aluminium

Other info
Glass

Ceramic

G560/49k - Ceramic

Potting material

Material 1

encapsulated

Aluminum
High

12000402

temperature

Shrink tube - Polyolefine black

Heatproof

Polyolefin black

Wire insulation - XLPE or PTFE

125°C
Heatproof

XLPE or PTFE (AWG26 Black)

(AWG26 Black)

125°C
RoHS / IEC

Thermofusible 184°C 15A

189300800

60335-01
compliant

Thermoprotector 120°C cables
112/112

RoHS / IEC
189200500

60335-01
compliant

White cable

UP72
P59-120-05-

White cable

9999

White cable

189201000

White silicon cable 22AWG Style 3132
150°C
White wire 22AWG Style 3398 150°C

TCB120J061 White silicon cable 22AWG Style 3135
RNPAA 200°C
Klixxon

White cable

2MMT 120761

White silicon cable 22AWG Style 3132
150°C

BR-B2D-120- White silicon cable 22AWG Style 3135

White cable

15.SA 200°C

Flag security 6,3x0,8

290101010 Alpacca CuNiZn

Sleeve GWT/V0/180°C

Multiway 6,3x0,8

290101014 Plated brass CuZnTin

Sleeve GWT/V0

Straight security 4,8x0,8

290102003 Alpacca CuNiZn

Straight security 4,8x0,8

290102005 Plated brass CuZnTin

Sleeve GWT/V0

290102008 Alpacca CuNiZn

Sleeve GWT/V0/180°C

Flag security 4,8x0,8

11009804

Wrap-it tie L-100mm

290301001 UL

Straight security 6,3x0,8

290101007 Plated brass CuZnTin

3 poles RAST5 connector

290206004

3 poles RAST5 connector

290206005

Straight security 4,8x0,8

11007477

Straight security 6,3x0,8

Specification
ST01

Sleeve GWT/V0

290102005 Plated brass CuZnTin

Sleeve GWT/V0

290101007 Plated brass CuZnTin

Sleeve GWT/V0

Specification
ST01

TABLE 5: SAECO NINA PLUS BAR WIRING PARTS
Fastener

Oval head screw with disc

Number

Model

Type

Material

Dimensions

12001787

NR. 10

Stainless steel

12000450

NR. 10

Steel

12001728

NR. 10

Stainless steel

Hexalobular drive ISO 10664:2005

129912521

Finish
Black zinc

NR. 10

Stainless steel

U140.001

NR. 10

Steel

Black zinc

129912104

NR. 20

Steel

Black zinc

12001430

NR.20

Stainless steel
Galvanized steel

Nut flanged toothed base

123270102

CH10

M6

TCB screw

123390109

UNI 7687 SS

M4x8
Stainless steel

Nut

11023888
11024789

Boiler SS

Gas

1/8'' - 14

123390520

AISI304
CuZn42-CW510L
CuZNn40Pb2

M4
Nut
Screw

11001465 P100424
Resistor

OT58

Wrench 6

Brass nickel plated

M4

TABLE 6: SAECO NINA PLUS BAR FASTENERS

At the end of this graduation project, several technical plans and documents were added by Saeco
International. Unfortunately, it was too late in the research process to include those documents into the above
mentioned material tables. Yet, the technical plans are visible in the appendix 4.
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4.4.4.2

P RINTED C IRCUIT B OARD

Unfortunately, no available data provides an overview of the materials included in
the PCB of the Saeco Nina Plus Bar. Philips keeps track of critical materials in
certain key components but does not require a full material declaration due to
confidentiality considerations imposed by its suppliers and complexity of the
supply chain.
Philips however imposes a “Regulated Substances List” to its suppliers which
includes the substances which are banned by the legislation or by Philips. The list
includes the substances which need to be monitored due to regulatory
requirements or the substances which Philips wants to monitor from a
precautionary point of view (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 2013). This
means that Philips knows which materials are not included in the product and for
Substance of Very High Concern under REACH (SVHC), the company knows
exact concentrations in ppm levels.
Although Philips has knowledge of the materials which are not included in the
Saeco Nina Plus Bar, it does not mean the company knows all the materials
included in the smallest supplied parts, especially in the PCB where most of the
valuable materials are incorporated. Therefore, the researcher chose to analyse
generic data of PCB materials published in a 2007 UNU report on WEEE (United
Nations University, 2007) where a good overview of the potential material
contained in Small Household Appliances (SHHA) is provided. As the Saeco Nina
Plus Bar belongs to this consumer products category, the SHHA columns will be
analysed. Table 7 provides the Average Printed Circuit Board compositions per
treatment category (in fractions, total = 1) for the SHHA.

TABLE
7:
AVERAGE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
COMPOSITIONS IN SHHA
(UNITED
NATIONS
UNIVERSITY, 2007)
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4.4.5

RESEARCH QUESTION 2

The second RQ aims to determine whether the design for reuse principles list assists the designer in his task.
RQ2: Do “design for reuse” principles potentially assist the designer to identify
design weaknesses and strengths in terms of reuse?
To answer this question, it is important to review the different steps which were accomplished to develop the
DRP list.
First a large literature review taught the author various legislative requirements which were all summarized in
sections 2.1.1 and 3.2. Nevertheless, the legislation continuously evolves and it is the designer’s role to remain
alert to any changes. Furthermore, all the proposed European Union’s amendments and revisions are subject to
probationary periods where all the stakeholders can mention their expectations and doubts. As the researcher
provided a clear summary of the most important legislative documents for product designers, it can be stated
that this part of the design principles is fulfilled.
Secondly, the researcher proposed an extended DRP list useful for a wide variety of products. This list ensures
that most of the relevant design factors for reuse are taken into account.
Now that the case study has been analysed, it can be determined whether the DRP list assisted the designer to
identify “design for reuse” strengths and weaknesses during the case study analysis, as settled at 3.3. It is
however very important to notice that the list has been established to identify “design for reuse” strengths and
weaknesses in most of consumer products and must consequently be further developed for each specific
product.

4.4.5.1

O BJECTIVES OF D FD

a)

Respect the distance specification (which can vary between two components of the products,
given some components must be next to each other, e.g. to reduce the wiring cost) (Takeuchi &
Saitou, 2005)
This aspect is not relevant in the case study analysis since it must be examined during the design
stage. The distance specification must however also be assessed during the redesign phase of a
product.
b) Efficient use of locators (the locators can be potentially added on each component to constain its
relative motion) (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
Locators are not really present in the design of the coffee machine . A great majority
of the fasteners are constituted by screws and bolts and will cost time during disassembly. It is
the researcher’s opinion that this aspect could be enhanced, especially by
redesigning the casing and the frame.
c) Maximise the profit of disassembly (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
The designers and engineers have taken poor measures to enhance disassembly, probably
because of the light legislative constraints. Therefore, it can be stated that the potential
disassembly profit is not maximized.
d) The maximisation of the mass fraction of the retrieved components must be set as objective
functions (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
It is the authors opinion supported by the multiple observations that the retrieved mass
fraction is sufficient enough to meet the legislative requirements . This statement is
supported by the fact it is relatively easy to disassemble the Nina espresso machine but it remains
too time consuming to represent a financial interest.
e) Reduce the complexity of disassembly by the use of assembly technologies compatible with
standard practices (Harjula, et al., 1996)
This objective is met as the device is relatively easy to disassemble although the
disassembly process requires too much time.
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4.4.5.2

C ONSTRAINTS

a)

No overlap of components (physical feasibility) (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
No components overlap has been noted.
b) No unfixed components prior to disassembly (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
Several components considered as “accessories” were unfixed before the use of the product.
“Unfixed components” as intended by the Takeuchi & Saitou imply that the components which
were supposed to be fixed to the main structure should remain at the same location before
disassembly. The accessories are consequently not considered in the “unfixed components”
category. Yet, no unfixed item has been identified.
c) Satisfaction of the contact function (Takeuchi & Saitou, 2005)
This factor is difficult to assess since the researcher does not have enough knowledge of the
device to give an objective opinion.
d) Assemblability of components (ensuring all components can be assembled) (Takeuchi & Saitou,
2005)
As previously stated, no assembly difficulties have been encountered .
e) Accessibility to the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
The accessibility to several crucial components is compromised . The pump and the
resistor which are heavily contributing to the correct functionning of the device, are for instance
very difficult to reach. Figure 16: Example of a difficult access to the resistor, shows the boiler
assembly on the top of which a nut fixes the resistor (which is located inside the boiler casing).
f) Positioning of the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
Given the researcher needs a deeper knowledge of the device to assess this parameter, no
conclusions will be drawn.
g) Time requested (Desai & Mital, 2003)
As previously stated, 1 hours 44 minutes is too long to disassemble a product with benefits. The
fact that the researcher put himself in the conditions of a normal consumer obviously has an
impact since it means that the Nina coffee machine could be disassembled much faster by
professionals. Yet, with 6 screws to remove in order to access the inside of the casing, the
required time for disassembly is way too long.

FIGURE 16: EXAMPLE OF A DIFFICULT ACCESS TO THE RESISTOR
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4.4.5.3

B EFORE DESIGN STAGE

Use a hierarchy of disassembly related to the expected life span of the components (Harjula, et al., 1996)
A hierarchy has been used for the assembly of the device. Consequently, the same hierachy can be used for its
disassembly. Nevertheless, this “reverse assembly” hierarchy is not efficient for repair and
refurbishment since it does not guarantee an optimal access to the key components or to the components
which are supposingly more likely to wear.

4.4.5.4

D ESIGN FEATURES

a) Connectors
-

-

-

Use chemical bonds weaker than the parts being connected (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Weaker chemical bonds have been used, even when some parts were glued together.
Use a minimum of different types of connectors (Harjula, et al., 1996)
This parameter is clearly not envisoned. There are at least six different types of
fasteners. This fact represents a loss of time because it implies the use of several tools. Figure
17, shows the several types of fasterers used in the Nina espresso machine.
Minimize the use of tools and use of push / pull processes (Desai & Mital, 2003)
As above mentioned, the use of different types of fasteners implies the use of several
tools.
Emphasize the recognisability of disassembly points (Desai & Mital, 2003)
This factor is also not completely taken into account by the designers fo the case study device.
The majority of the fastening points are recognizable but the researchers needed
to look after several other ones.

FIGURE 17: SEVERAL FASTENERS USED IN THE CASE STUDY
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b) Materials
-

-

-

Make unseparable subassemblies from the same material (Harjula, et al., 1996) and increase the
number of common materials (Desai & Mital, 2003)
The designers took this aspect into account unless perhaps for the adhesive PC films used
as symbol marking on the control panel.
Avoid secondary finishes and coating where possible (Harjula, et al., 1996)
This design aspect is very difficult to assess since the researcher does not have access to sufficient
design considerations to provide a clear answer. It is however evident that flame retardants must
be used in the casing and in several other parts.
Minimize the use of toxic materials (Desai & Mital, 2003)
Philips and Saeco have their own list to comply with the legislation and thereby reduce the
use of toxic material.

c) Components and Parts
-

-

Use a minimum of wearing parts, i.e. that need to be replaced or repaired frequently (Harjula, et
al., 1996)
This aspect is difficult to be analysed by the researcher because of the lack of knowledge of the
device.
Use components sized for handling (Harjula, et al., 1996)
As the size of the coffee machine is acceptable for handling , there is no remark to be
mentioned.

d) Accessibility
-

-

-

-

Separate the frame from the components (Harjula, et al., 1996)
The frame and the components are separated but most of the subassemblies are fixed to
the main structure with screws or other fastening means which slows down the disassembly
process and make several parts difficultly accessible.
Maximize the accessibility by positioning the components adequately (Harjula, et al., 1996).
It is very difficult for the researcher to assess the positionning of components given the fact not all
the parameters determining the design of the coffee machine were provided. As previously
established, the accessibility to several key components such as the resistor and the
pump are not optimal.
Simplify the product structure (Harjula, et al., 1996)
The discussion of this aspect is once again not relevant given the lack of information provided to
the researcher. It is however always possible to simplify the product structure although it
requests more work and time from the engineering team.
Optimize the spatial alignment between various components to facilitate disassembly without
jeopardizing assemblability, functionality and structural soundness (Desai & Mital, 2003)
This aspect must clearly be improved. As previously stated, several key components
require a better accessibility due to functions which are subject to wear.

e) Identification
Provide permanent identification of material types such as barcodes (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Many identification symbols are provided on the largest parts of the device (especially on its shape).
Smallest components may not be identified unless an access to the technical documents is provided by
the manufacturer.
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4.4.5.5

D URING DISASSEMBLY

a)

Provide means of handling during disassembly (Harjula, et al., 1996)
No particular handling issue was noticed during disassembly.
b) Provide realistic tolerances to allow movements during disassembly (Harjula, et al., 1996)
Several clamps represented important time loss during disassembly due to an
extreme clamping. An example is provided at Figure 18. However, no other important factors
related to disassembly tolerances were noticed.
c) Minimize the use of force during disassembly (Desai & Mital, 2003)
The researchers did not use important forces to disassemble the product .

FIGURE 18: DIFFICULT DISASSEMBLY OF A CLAMPED PRESSURIZED SILICON TUBE

4.4.5.6

I NDULGING MANPOWER

a)

Minimize the size and the shape of the components for handling during disassembly (Desai & Mital,
2003)
The Nina coffee machine’s size and the shape do not require special attention for
handling.
b) Minimize the weight of the components (Desai & Mital, 2003)
With a total weight of 4kg, the device’s components are relatively easy to handle.
c) Design following a specific frequency of disassembly tasks (Desai & Mital, 2003)
Further analysis must be performed to assess the disassembly frequency.
d) Foresee the postural requirements of the disassembly tasks (Desai & Mital, 2003)
A workshop table providing the device to a working height is necessary . For a complete
postural analysis, deeper ergonomic investigations must be conducted.
e) Minimize the requested manpower for the dismantling (Desai & Mital, 2003)
The disassembly of the Nina espresso machine could be performed by one agent equipped with
adequate tools. Yet, a deeper analysis of the product could conduct to an automated sytem.
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4.4.5.7

A NSWER TO THE RESEARCH QUESTION 2

RQ2: Do “design for reuse” principles potentially assist the designer to identify design
weaknesses and strengths in terms of reuse?
The “design for reuse” principles list clearly assists the designer to identify the design strenghts and weaknesses
for the disassembly of a broad range of consumer products. From section 4.4.5.1to section 4.4.5.6, the
researcher provided elements suggesting that the list enlightened the strenghts and weaknesses in the
disassembly process of the case study. The identification of disassembly weaknesses provide the designer
enough knowledge to recognize the major imperfections preventing from optimal “design for reuse” as
intended in section 2.2. Therefore, the RQ2 can be answered positively; yes, the design principles for reuse
assist the designer to identify design weaknesses and strenghts in terms of reuse.
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4.4.6

DESIGN

RECOMMENDATIONS

TO

IMPROVE

THE

WEAKNESSES IN TERMS OF REUSE
This subchapter does not aim to point out all the design
for reuse obstacles noticed during the case study
performance. The goal is to provide design
recommendations in order to improve the most
important weaknesses of the device in terms of reuse.
The two most relevant issues for disassembly were
illustrated in Figure 21 and in Figure 22.

4.4.6.1

T HE CASING

FASTENERS

As mentioned in section 4.4.1.1, the casing is the most
important part of the Nina Bar machine since each of the
components are related to its structure.
The main structure (casing P234), the casing sides and the
upper casing are very easy to disassemble but it does
take a lot of time to access the most valuable internal
items. As time for disassembly is related to cost
(Ardente, et al., 2011), as shown in Figure 19, it is very
important to design products which are more efficient at
disassembly stage. In case a product is does not
represent an financial interest by its disassembly, it will
automatically be shredded.
The author considers that unscrewing 6 screws
consumes too much time and could dissuade the
company management to adopt EoL measures in order
to recover valuable material. As a consequence, there is a
great chance that the device will be shredded and its
materials separated with a view to recycling. This strategy
will inevitably lead to the product’s recycling or disposal
processes which, as stated in section 2.2, are considered
as less environmental strategies. By the use of this
process, the reuse, repair or refurbishment of the device
is not possible and the compliance with future legislative
requirements and supplies rationalization endangered.
In Figure 21 and Figure 20, the screws fastening the
different parts of the external casing are highlighted. The
exploded view and the pictures taken during the case
study, show that the disassembly process to reach the
vital parts of the device is too complicated and takes too
much time. As the most valuable parts and components
are enclosed inside the casing (especially the PCB
encircled in green on Figure 21), it is recommended to
optimize the fasteners in such a way only the disassembly
manufacturer would have the ability to take it apart
quickly. By doing this, only skilled people will have access
to the inside of the casing and the manufacturer will keep
control on the product’s sales.
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FIGURE 19: END-OF-LIFE TREATMENT SCENARIOS
AS A FUNCTION OF REQUIRED DISASSEMBLY TIME
(100% CORRESPOUNDS TO MANUAL DISASSEMBLY
BY AN EXPERIENCED OPERATOR) (DUFLOU, ET
AL., 2006)

TABLE 8: CLASSIFICATION OF INNOVATIVE
FASTENERS FOR SELF-DISASSEMBLING PRODUCTS
(DUFLOU, ET AL., 2006)

Table 8 provides several examples of innovative fastening methods which could enhance disassembly without
endangering the products integrity (Duflou, et al., 2006).

FIGURE 20: PICTURES OF THE CASING DISASSEMBLY

FIGURE 21: EXPLODED VIEW OF THE SAECO NINA PLUS BAR (SAECO INTERNATIONAL GROUP, 2010) AND ITS CASING SCREWS
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4.4.6.2

T HE BOILER AND THE PUMP ASSEMBLIES

As stated in sections 4.4.1.2 and 4.4.1.3, the internal components of the case study device are the functional
parts of the espresso machine, enabling its correct functioning. This means that there is a great chance these
components such as the resistor or the water pump (encircled in red in Figure 22) wear more rapidly that the
other parts which are not performing task functions. Therefore, those parts should be more accessible in order
to replace them quickly, without incurring excessive costs due to disassembly time. For instance, the
researchers experienced many difficulties to remove the water pump from the boiler support as it can be seen
in Figure 7 page 44. Similarly, it has been extremely complicated to reach the boiler’s resistor.

FIGURE 22: EXPLODED VIEW OF THE INTERNAL COMPONENTS OF THE SAECO NINA PLUS BAR
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4.5 Chapter conclusion
The researcher wanted to illustrate the possible difficulties to reuse an EEE consumer product based on the
statements provided in section 2.2, where the scope in the field of reuse has been defined.
Consequently, the Saeco Nina Plus Bar RI9357/01 Grey, which is an espresso machine provided by Philips
Consumer Lifestyle as case study, has been disassembled. Several important findings need to be mentioned:
-

-

-

-

The researcher did not dismantle the device. As dismantling suggests the disassembly to the
smallest component, it would imply a destructive approach. In contrast, the researcher chose for
a disassembly approach until all the components could be visible. As Saeco provided several
technical plans after the conduction of the case study disassembly, it seems that a few parts were
not visible.
The case study device could not be totally disassembled since at least the PCB’s components
remained irremovable.
Based on the technical documents furnished by Philips and Saeco, the researcher performed the
case study product’s analysis and identified the materials used for the components of the device.
Those documents must be extremely accurate in order to avoid any mistakes during the
manufacturing process and the material identification at EoL. A deep material identification
analysis revealed that the BOM list provided by Saeco was not specific enough compared with the
technical drawings’ information. Furthermore, the researcher discovered that several materials
included in the design of the PCB are ignored by Saeco because of confidentiality issues.
The test of the case study device showed that the reassembly was not intuitive. The main
function “brew 1 cup of coffee” could not be performed after disassembly as previously observed.
This ascertainment shows that the disassembly and reassembly process are both time consuming
and do not guarantee the perfect working of the device.
To enhance reuse as intended in section 2.2, the disassembly process of the product must be
optimized in such a way it consumes very few time and thereby reduces the cost for disassembly.
Many design decisions, such as the casing fasteners, were identified as requiring too much time to
be disassembled. As shown at Figure 19, there is consequently a great chance the device ends its
life shredded and recycled thereby increasing its disposal costs.

To conclude this important chapter, one word seems especially important: time! As the time spent for
disassembly tasks influences the disassembly process’ cost and as the time needed to supply the manufacturers
in critical raw material will influence their willingness to improve EoL processes, it can be concluded that time
is the essential obstacle to improve circular economy.
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Part III
CRITICAL RAW MATERIALS
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5. CRITICAL RAW MATERIALS
In this chapter, the researcher will compare the materials identified in the case study device with the CRM’s list
published by the European Union. The purpose is to provide the reader with an assumption of the benefits a
reuse strategy could have in terms of CRM’s. The development of this chapter will be illustrated by the
information granted in the previous chapter on the Nina espresso.
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5.1. Materials identified in the case study
As starting point of this graduation thesis, the circular economy offered a potential perspective for the End-ofLife of EEE consumer products. Given those products contain CRM’s which will be restricted by the future
European legislation, the researcher decided to give an overview of the inherent value of the material used in
the case study device. In case of reuse, this material value would be inevitably recovered and reintroduced in
the production loop.

E UROPEAN UNION ’ S CRM’ S LIST

5.1.1

Under the aegis of the EC, the ad-hoc Working Group analysed a selection of 41 minerals and metals and
published a list of 14 raw materials considered as “critical”, i.e. at risk. As a consequence, awareness of major
public and private actors responsible for the competitiveness of the European business sector has risen.
(European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010). The selected materials are as follows:
-

-

Antimony (Sb)
Beryllium (Be)
Cobalt (Co)
Fluorspar (CaF2)
Gallium (Ga)
Germanium (Ge)
Graphite (C)
Indium (In)
Magnesium (Mg)
Niobium (Cb)
Platinum Group Metals (PGM’s) including Ruthenium (Ru), Rhodium (Rh) and Palladium (Pd),
Osmium (Os), Iridium (Ir) and Platinum (Pt)
Rare earths including Scandium (Sc), Yttrium (Y), Lanthanum (La), Cerium (Ce), Praseodymium
(Pr), Neodymium (Nd), Promethium (Pm), Samarium (Sm), Europium (Eu), Gadolinium (Gd),
Terbium (Tb), Dysprosium (Dy), Holmium (Ho), Erbium (Er), Thulium (Tm), Ytterbium (Yb), and
Lutetium (Lu)
Tantalum (Ta)
Tungsten (W)
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5.1.2

CRM’ S IN THE S AECO NINA P LUS B AR

5.1.2.1

P ARTS , COMPONENTS AND FASTENERS

As the researcher does not have enough details on the chemical composition of all the components, it will not
be possible to assume which components include effectively one or more CRM in their composition.
Nevertheless, some materials, such as stainless steel include copper and zinc which are comprised in the 41
material list published by the ad-hoc WorkingGgroup (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010).
Furthermore, as stated at 4.4.4, the PCB includes more interesting components.

5.1.2.2

P RINTED C IRCUIT B OARD

When comparing the above mentioned list published by the European Union with Table 7: Average Printed
Circuit Board compositions in SHHA, it can be observed that both Antimony (6.0E-04) and Palladium (1.2E-05)
are included in the list. It can therefore be assumed that both those elements are included in the design of the
PCB of the case study device shown at Figure 23: PCB of the Saeco Nina Plus Bar. Moreover, other materials
which are not in the CRM list but has been analysed within the 41 materials and metals published by the ad-hoc
Working Group (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010) have an important value such as
Copper (1.1E-01), Silver (2.2E-04), Gold (2.0E-05), Aluminium (8.6E-02), Chromium (2.1E-04), Nickel (1.1E-03)
or Zinc (1.4E-02).

FIGURE 23: PCB OF THE SAECO NINA PLUS BAR

It is however important to remark that the researchers were not able to disassemble the PCB and that no
currently existing process can extract the CRM’s out of the PCB. “Reuse” must consequently be considered as
a major option in order to avoid shredding at EEE consumer products’ End-of-Life.
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5.2. Link between “reuse” and CRM’s
Nowadays, no convincing process allows 100% material retrieval from EEE consumer products since at least
the PCB remains extremely difficult to disassemble. Given the fact the PCB of a product generally contains the
most valuable materials, other options must be considered.
As a potential solution, the products’ parts and components could be reused. By the use of this approach, the
companies will reuse the valuable materials contained in the constitutive elements of their products and
thereby reuse the included CRM’s. This option could considerably reduce the companies’ dependency on
CRM’s.
As explained in section 2.2, the author considers that “reuse” supposes “disassembly” and consequently a
facilitated access to the key components and thereby the valuable materials. Therefore, the notion of “reuse”
developed along this thesis and the retrieval of CRM’s are intrinsically linked together.

5.2.1

RESEARCH QUESTION 3

The research question 3 focuses on the assumed benefits a “reuse strategy” as
stated at 2.2 could bring in terms of CRM’s.
RQ3: Based on the case study analysis, what are the
assumed benefits of “design for reuse” in terms of CRM’s?

5.2.2

DISCUSSION

The researcher has shown that several CRM’s were included in the case study
with the support of Table 7. Table 9 opposite, shows the average compositions
again.
It can be consequently assumed that all the EEE consumer products include one
or more critical raw materials and that their reuse could considerably decrease
the companies’ dependency to the CRM’s. There are therefore numerous of
benefits in the application of “design for reuse” as intended in section 2.2.

5.2.2.1

F INANCIAL ASPECT

The materials recovered at end of use-stage in EEE consumer goods are
expensive as they are imported in large quantities. By the recovery of those
materials, the companies have an opportunity to save funds and thereby increase
benefits or reinvest them in research and innovation.

5.2.2.2

S UPPLY

RISK REDUCTION

As the middle class rises around the world, more and more EEE consumer goods
are produced in order to face the increasing demand. Consequently, appliances
depending on CRM’s and valuable materials could face supply shortages. With the
application of reuse principles, the companies can decrease their dependency to
certain raw materials and thereby reduce the supply shortage risk.

5.2.2.3

MANUFACTURING

The assembly and disassembly processes will be optimized to enable reuse of
components or parts. This will lead to reduce the time needed for each of both
processes and thereby reduce their cost.
TABLE
9:
AVERAGE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
COMPOSITIONS IN SHHA
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5.2.2.4 LEGISLATIVE ASPECT
As stated in section 1.6, the laws and particularly the European legislation are evolving to more sustainable
measures. The European bodies seem to focus especially on the CRM issues and propose therefore various
strategies in order to protect the European competitiveness. “Reuse” is one of the possible orientations the
European Union will explore and there is a great chance that the future Ecodesign Directive defines minimal
“reuse rate” for EEE consumer products. The adoption of “reuse” facilities before the publication of the new
Directive will enable the companies to anticipate and consequently develop a significant advantage against their
competitors.

5.2.2.5

MATERIALS EVOLUTION

A material which is considered as available today could be under pressure tomorrow and be thereby included
in the CRM’s list. On the contrary, a material considered as critical by the European Union can suddenly
become available by e.g. the exploitation of a new mine or a switch of the business sector to another
technology. As a company anticipates and secures it supply chain by adopting “reuse principles”, the risk
created by material volatility will diminish.

5.2.2.6

S OLVE THE E- WASTE P ROBLEM (S T EP)

With all the above mentioned arguments, there is little doubt the companies will continue to ignore the value
contained in WEEE consumer products. As stated at 1.2.1, thousands of tons of e-waste are sent every year to
developing countries, particularly to West Africa (Ghana and Nigeria). The reuse of consumer products as
intended by the circular economy approach represents a real chance for the local population to transform
WEEE into valuable materials for local and foreign companies. A new kind of business is possible as long as the
concerned companies are willing to participate to such a project. Concretely, the local population can be
trained to separate the WEEE and REEE, to disassemble EEE products designed to facilitate disassembly, to
identify the reusable parts and components and to identify the valuable materials. Africa, where a great majority
of e-waste is exported, has a great role to play and could become the global hub for the reuse of EEE
consumer products.
As above mentioned, there are countless examples of the benefits a “reuse” strategy could create.
Consequently, the answer to the RQ3 is “Yes, as valuable materials were found in the case study product, it is
assumed that in each EEE consumer product one or more valuable materials could be retrieved. There are
subsequently many advantages to adopt design for reuse principles” at early design stage.
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5.3 Chapter conclusion
As the materials of the Nina espresso machine were listed, it became easier to compare them with the valuable
materials examined by the ad-hoc Working Group commissioned by the European Commission to define the
critical raw materials. To assess the potential of the case study product’s PCB in terms of valuable materials
(i.e. under supply risk), the researcher used the assumed average materials content published by the United
Nations Universiy (United Nations University, 2007). It appears that several valuable materials considered as
critical or not, were included in the device.
However, no existing process allows 100% material retrieval from EEE consumer products since at least the
PCB remains extremely difficult to disassemble, the potential of WEEE is not be neglected. A reuse strategy to
retrieve those materials can therefore represent an extremely interesting option. By the use of this approach,
the companies will reuse the valuable materials contained in the constitutive elements of their products and
thereby reuse the included CRM’s. This option could considerably reduce the companies’ dependency on
CRM’s.
As explained in section 2.2, the author considers that “reuse” supposes “disassembly” and consequently a
facilitated access to the key components and thereby the valuable materials. Therefore, the notion of “reuse”
developed along this thesis and the retrieval of CRM’s are intrinsically linked together.
Additionally, the researcher answered the research question 3 by describing the several benefits a “reuse”
strategy could have on the economy, the supply risks management, the manufacturing processes, the legal
obligations and on the evolution of the economy. Finally, the reuse of EEE consumer products at the end of
use-stage represents a real opportunity to change the waste challenge into a profitable business in African
countries, where most of our EoL e-waste is exported under the pretext of “reuse”.
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Part IV
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
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6. CONCLUSION
This final chapter provides an overview of the different findings generated during the graduation project. Those
findings will be discussed and lead the reader to the general conclusions of the thesis. Finally, several
recommendations for future researches will be formulated by the researcher.
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6.1 Findings
During the entire project, several key findings were put forward. This subchapter aims to list and discuss them
in order to provide the reader the best possible overview of the research.

6.1.1

DEFINING “REUSE ”

“Direct reuse” does not represent an interesting strategy for companies since it allows the consumers to sell
and buy second hand products instead of buying the new products released by the company. Yet, this second
hand market could be interested in case a company is willing to deploy a network to control the quality of its
products.
According to the JRC report 1 of the first phase, “reuse” has to be considered together with disassembly
(Ardente, et al., 2011), repair, refurbishment and remanufacture. However, on the basis of the literature, the
researcher decided not to include remanufacture in the scope of the research as it is considered as a product
upgrade (Pigosso, et al., 2009).
Finally, reuse can be ranked as following:
1.
2.
3.

Direct reuse of products, components and parts (the most environmental-friendly since it does not
require any repair)
Product sharing, renting or leasing (more interesting for companies since they keep control on their
client and directly manage End-of-Life parts and component)
Repair and refurbishment (those operations are ranked in third position since they request the
replacement of damaged parts and components)

6.1.2

UK BIS141:2011

As stated in section 2.4.2, the UK PAS141:2011 Standard only aims to prepare EEE consumer products for
reuse. It especially focuses on the differentiation between actual REEE and WEEE. Yet this standard does not
propose any solution to prepare EEE consumer products at design stage. So far, little literature exists which
suggests design principles to enhance reuse. Therefore, a “design for reuse principles list” was missing.

6.1.3

DESIGN FOR REUSE PRINCIPLES

A “DPR list” has been established by the researcher in order to provide the designers with a tool to enhance
the possibilities to reuse their product at End-of-Life. This list is available in section 3.3.

6.1.4

DISASSEMBLY OF THE CASE STUDY PRODUCT

The disassembly of the case study was extremely time consuming (1 hour 44 minutes). Nevertheless, the
researchers were able to observe several design features which particularly slowed down the disassembly
process. Different fasteners and time needed to access the most important components of the machine (pump
and boiler) were the two major difficulties noticed by the researcher in sections 4.4.1, 4.4.5 and 4.4.6. To
illustrate the disassembly process, the researcher provided a (dis)assembly map where different colour zones
are marked, each representing the period during which the components were disassembled. After the
disassembly, it became clear to the author that the Saeco Nina Bar used as case study was not designed to be
disassembled.
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6.1.5

REASSEMBLY OF THE CASE STUDY PRODUCT

The case study product’s reassembly process was not intuitive since the researchers had to review the pictures
taken during the disassembly process to be able to reassemble the device. Yet, after the conduction of a small
test, the principal function of the espresso machine did not perform anymore (single coffee brew). It can
therefore be concluded that untrained persons will have countless difficulties to reassemble a consumer
product comparable to the quality provided by the original manufacturer.

6.1.6

T IME

All the different addressed aspects of the project were related to time:
-

The legislative organizations which try to regulate the manufacturing impact on supplies before
facing shortages.
The CRM’s supplies are dramatically decreasing as the consumption rises.
The companies which are always looking for the quickest way to commercialise their products in
order to keep a strategic advantage on their competitors.
The consumers who want to spend less time for household tasks and require faster solutions at
ever lower prices.

As costs are function of time, everything needs to happen faster. But the raw material supplies are not
regenerating so fast and alternatives must be created to face the growing demand for consumption.
It is the author’s opinion that “reuse” of components or parts could facilitate many of the above mentioned
issues related to time. Furthermore, if a disassembled product does not fit the requirements to be reused
anymore, the different elements will still be suitable for the next level of the “End-of-Life reversed pyramid”
presented by the JRC report (Ardente, et al., 2011) at 2.2.

6.1.7

CONFIDENTIALITY

As illustrated by the case study analysis, the identification of all the materials included in an EEE consumer
product is burdensome, particularly because of confidentiality issues. Suppliers do not always provide the entire
list of the materials included in their products, especially in the printed circuit boards. This implies that the
incorporated material tracks are lost at a particular point of the supply chain whereas it is essential to keep
records of the used materials from early design stage. With an appropriate material overview at the product’s
End-of-Life, the most suitable environmentally speaking treatment can be determined.

6.1.8

I DENTIFICATION

OF

DESIGN

STRENGTHS

AND

WEAKNESSES IN TERMS OF “ REUSE ”
The “design for reuse” principles list showed its potential ability to assist the researcher in the identification of
the case study device’s strengths and weaknesses in terms of “reuse”. Several design features have been
identified as obstacles for an optimal disassembly of the product. Yet, a deeper understanding of the product
could have produced even more interesting observations.
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6.1.9

CRM’ S

Finally, several valuable materials were found in the case study product. Among them, two materials classified
as “critical” by the European Union were found in the PCB of the case study device. Moreover, 7 other
materials, analysed by the ad-hoc Working Group (European Commission - Enterprise and Industry, 2010) were
also found in the Saeco Nina Plus Bar.
As explained during the entire project, the recovery of CRM’s and valuable metals and materials included in a
multitude of EEE consumer products could have countless benefits for the companies. In terms of economy,
supply risk, manufacturing, anticipation of the legislative requirements, materials evolution and environment, the
“reuse” of EEE consumer products, parts and components represent an enormous opportunity.

6.1.10 S TEP
Every year, thousands of tons of e-waste are sent to developing countries, particularly to West Africa (Ghana
and Nigeria). The reuse of consumer products as intended by the circular economy approach represents a real
chance for the local population to transform WEEE into valuable materials for local and foreign companies. A
new kind of business is possible as long as the concerned companies are willing to participate to such project.
Africa, where a great majority of e-waste is exported, has a great role to play and could become the global hub
for the reuse of EEE consumer products.
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6.2 General conclusion
To introduce this thesis, the researcher chose to give an overview of the “circular economy” approach
supported by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation in order to bring the reader in a material loop perspective.
Furthermore, several working groups published reports about the future amendments in the European
legislation, thereby establishing the need to improve the reuse rates among consumer products at End-of-Life.
Additionally, the StEP – Initiative which aims to solve the e-waste problem created by the illegal exports of
WEEE in Africa on the basis of the Basel Convention, decided to explore the “reuse” option as a potential
alternative for End-of-Life EEE consumer products.
Consequently, the researcher explored relevant European Union’s and scientific literature on “reuse” and
refined the scope around design for (dis)assembly, offering thereby the possibility to reuse products,
components and parts or repair and refurbish them. Despite of a disproportionate number of different
definitions for “reuse”, the definition proposed in the Ecodesign Directive (The European Parliament and the
Council of the European Union, 2009) was considered by the researcher.
Next, the UK BSI 141:2011 Standard on preparation of EEE consumer products for reuse was analysed against
the current European legislation and resulted in a slight disappointment since the standard only prepares EEE
consumer products for reuse after use-stage. Nothing is suggested to improve the situation at early design
stage. Design principles for reuse are consequently missing.
The researcher therefore created a “design for reuse principles list” which successfully assisted the researcher
to identify the strengths and the weaknesses of the case study device in terms of “reuse”. Although no solution
has been provided to disassemble the PCB, all the other parts and components were disassembled until each
part could be visible.
The case study also highlighted several design obstacles to reuse, e.g. the opening of the casing is time
consuming as it requires the unscrewing of 6 fasteners to reach the vital functional components enclosed. Yet,
the researcher provided several already existing innovative self-disassembly options which could inspire the
companies wanting to preserve their intellectual property included in the design of their products. Moreover,
the case study also has shown that the disassembly and reassembly of such a household appliance are not
intuitive and require prior knowledge, as the researcher could not perform the main function of the coffee
machine anymore, i.e. the single coffee brew.
As suggested by the “design for reuse” list, the researcher attempted to identify the materials of the case study
product with the technical documents provided by Philips and Saeco. Since the Saeco Nina Plus Bar is an old
product, several material differences between the BOM list and the technical drawings were noticed. Yet, the
information found in those documents was not specific enough and the researcher had many difficulties to
show the presence of CRM’s included in the design of the device. Nevertheless, at least Antimony and
Palladium were assumed to be incorporated in the PCB of the household appliance. Furthermore, several other
valuable materials and metals considered by the ad-hoc Working Group such Copper, Gold and Silver were
assumed to be present in the case study device provided by Saeco.
It can also be noticed that all issues discussed in this thesis were related to time. Companies always want to be
the first one to exploit a new market, demanding thereby new materials which prices and availabilty can be
extremely volatile on the markets. Depending on the geopolitical area from which they are extracted or on the
ever increasing demand, raw materials can be hard to supply in time and quantity. At the end of the supply
chain, the customer wants to enjoy new products as soon as possible without taking into account the time
needed for the manufacturing of the desired product. Furthermore, it is important to notice that EEE consumer
product’s lifetime is decreasing (Bakker, et al., 2013). As a consequence to the above mentioned statements,
consumers are looking for three major characteristics in a product, i.e. availability, reliability and price which all
depend on time.
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As everything is related to time, it becomes essential to be innovative and a “reuse strategy”, as part of the
“circular economy” (such as suggested by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation), represent an incredible
opportunity for countless companies. “Reuse” could help to reduce the prices, increase the reliability of the
products by the improvement of the assembly and disassembly processes and finally, retrieve additional
material supplies by the recovery of parts and components of products at End-of-Life.
For StEP, which aims to solve the e-waste problem and particularly the illegal WEEE exports, “reuse” in a
circular economy is a real chance to add value to exported WEEE consumer products and thereby built a new
business system for emerging countries.
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6.3 Recommendations
Because of the “exploratory” nature of this research, many questions have risen. This research only represents
a brick in the European wall. As a consequence, more researches in the field of reuse product life extension
and End-of-Life of EEE consumer products must be conducted. The author therefore provides several
recommendations below.

6.3.1

HORIZON 2020

At the time the author writes these lines, a new budget agreement has been concluded by the 28 European
Union Member States for the time laps 2014-2020. Growing funds will be allowed to research and innovation,
particularly in the field of critical materials research. Future researchers should take this important parameter
into account and, if appropriate, try to obtain a financial support from the European Union.

6.3.2

S PECIFICITY OF “ DESIGN FOR REUSE ” PRINCIPLES

As this graduation project is an exploratory research, the author tried to remain as broad as possible when
considering EEE consumer products. Yet, the Ecodesign Directive already makes multiple differences between
various types of household products. Further research must provide more specific “design for reuse” principles
according to the type of device analysed.

6.3.3

DISASSEMBLY OF THE CASE STUDY

The researchers used non-destructive approach during the case study disassembly and thereby took their time
to analyse each of the parts and components in such a way they could reassemble it. It would be interesting in
future research to adopt a dismantling approach in order to compare it with a non-destructive approach.
Furthermore, both approaches could be performed together with a limited time method which would certainly
provide major insights to improve the “design for reuse” principles list.
Furthermore, the relationship between assembly and disassembly should be studied in order to determine to
which extent the one influences the other and if a product specifically designed for disassembly also enables an
optimal assembly sequence.
Likewise, it could be interesting to analyse a hand assembled product and determine if such a manufacturing
method facilitates the disassembly of the product.

6.3.4

MATERIALS OF THE CASE STUDY PRODUCT

In case of a comparable research, it would be important to have all parts’ and components’ materials
information available. As the Saeco Nina Bar is an old product, it has been very difficult for the Saeco contact
person to recover all information related to the materials during this project. A research should therefore be
conducted at early design stage.
Furthermore, the future researcher interested in CRM’s will have to struggle in order to receive all information
concerning the PCB of the analysed device due to confidentiality issues. It is however crucial to access to those
information in order to provide a detailed BOM as well as an overview of the included CRM’s.

6.3.5

PCB

Further research must also be conducted on the disassembly of PCB’s. As explained in this thesis, PCB’s
represent an incredible source of CRM’s and valuable materials which are currently under pressure due to the
growing demand and materials volatility. An appropriate PCB disassembly process would consequently be
extremely beneficial to enhance materials’ separation.
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6.3.6

FMEA

The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis is a systematic technique for failure analysis. It is highly used in reliability,
safety and quality engineering. There is no doubt that a product designed to be reused at end of use-stage
needs to possess superior reliability and quality characteristics. Further research must therefore be conducted
on the application of failure analysis for products designed for reuse at End-of-Life.

6.3.7

CRM’ S EVOLUTION

There is a great chance that the current CRM’s list evolves over the years since the scarcity of certain materials
is essentially caused by the increasing demand. As new technologies will be discovered, the author assumes that
a switch of material will be operated from currently used raw material to innovative raw materials. As a
consequence, several materials will not be considered “critical” anymore while others will be included in the
CRM’s list. The CRM’s list presented in this thesis needs therefore to be actualised over the years.

6.3.8

B USINESS MODEL

A concrete business model for the different “reuse” options must be elaborated in order to attract companies
which want to switch to a more secured and environment-friendly business approach. A research should be
conducted on the perception of the reuse of EEE consumer products as well as on the potential efforts to be
furnished in order to establish a network dedicated to the reuse of products.

6.3.9

RELATIONS BETWEEN BUSINESS AND DISASSEMBLY

The exploration of the relations between business and disassembly could also represent a research
opportunity. Enhanced disassembly should improve environment-friendly options at products’ End-of-Life and
thereby the reuse of valuable materials. Its business consequences should be appropriately analysed.
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